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ABSTRACT 

The discovery of Philodemus' library was a considerable 

contribution to our knowledge of the Epic~rean philosophy. 

It was excavated two centuries ago at Herculaneum, where the 

Epicureans settled their school in the first century B.C. 

The library contains a large number of papyri, among which 

are works of Philodemus; these documents on religion, logic, 

and morality, as expounded by the Epicure~ns. Until the 

present, such aspects of that singular philosophy were known 

only from a few testimonia of ancient critics, namely, 

Diogenes Laertius, Sextus Empiricus, and Cicero. At 

present, the discovery of the treatises of Philodemus allows 

us to comprehend thoroughly not only the .Epicurean doctrines, 

but also their intentions and aims. 

The works of Philodemus were publish1~d for the first 

time at the beginning of the 20th century. Since that time 

they have been sadly neglected by scholar3, with the exception 

of some Ph.D. dissertations which treat of some parts of 

Philodemus' philosophical and poetical wo:rks. A large part 

of his works, however, still remains unknown to most classi

cists. Recently, a new interest in the Philodemian corpus 

has arisen among classical philologists. 

I became acquainted with Philodemus' philosophical 

treatises during the course which I took :.ast winter with 

Professor H. Jones, in which we studied ~1e De rerum Natura 

of Lucretius. An assignment, Philodemus as a philosopher 
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and poet, stimulated me to engage in a s·:udy of his moral 

treatises, and more generally of the Epicurean philosophy. 

In this thesis I intend to present Philodemus' views on 

the role of frankness in the life of the Epicurean; his 

observations concerning the life of prac·ticality, resourceful

ness, and prudent household management; and his thoughts on 

the nature of death. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Greek philosophy appealed to Romans, especially to 

those of the educated classes. But their distrust of things 

Greek was evident in their belief that they should be selec

tive in their use of Greek philosophy and culture. S.A. 

Cook underlines this attitude of the Romans in his statement: 

"From the first, Rome chose what she would study, modified 

the tradition she received and thought out her ethics and 

her politics to suit her own circumstances. 111 

A palpable example of Roman circumspection towards 

things Greek is manifested in the figure of M. Cato who saw 

in the admiration of Greek culture the betrayal of the 

ancestral Roman customs. Plutarch illustrates Cato's mis

trust of Greeks in the latter's words: "the words of Greeks 

were born on their lips but those of the Romans in their 

hearts. 112 Nevertheless, the introduction of Greek philoso

phy into Roman society was a fact that neither Cato, nor any 

other conservative Roman, could subvert. By the second 

century B.C. the philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, Zeno the 

Stoic and Epicurus gain more and more adherents among the 

Romans. Of this the treatises of Cicero are the most 

valuable affirmation. While the Academic, Peripatetic and 
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Stoic doctrines appear to have been welcome among the con- · 

servative Romans, the Epicurean philosophy aroused an anta

gonistic reaction among Roman authorities. 3 I conjecture 

that the cause of that event may be traced in the teaching 

) c'
of the Epicurean doctrines of aTapQ~I~, when it took the 

(. \ . 
form of withdrawal from active politics, and of ~oOV~, as 

any form of pleasure, 4 which were considered dangerous to 

the preservation of the traditional Roman virtues. Plautus, 

for example, in the Mercator puts in the mouth of his 

dramatic persona, Eutychus, an indirect reproach of the 

Epicurean belief of "A QB~ ~1w60~11 , 5 when this belief is 

applied to politics: 

Eu. Etiam loquere, larua? 
vacuom esse istac ted aetate his decebat noxiis. 983a 
itidem ut tempus anni, aetate alia aliud factum 

conveni·i:; 
nam si istuc ius est, senecta aetate scortari senes, 985 
ubi locist res summa nostra publica? 

Mercator, 11. 983-86) 

Elsewhere in the same comedy the old man Demiphon, it seems 

to me, parodies the doctrine of pleasure 

demurn igitur quom sis iam senex, tum in otium 
te conloces, dum protest ames: id iam lucrumst 
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quod vivis. 

(ibid, 11.552-4) 

We know that Epicurus preached that the Epicurean sage should 
} \:I c. ' 

live in pa6nuv~, and should aim at pleasure through Cl f ct pa~ IQ 

) I 6
of mind and QT'\OY1 Q of body. Now, in the above passage, the 

Latin word otium translates the Greek word pa6TWV~, (in 

Lucretius' poem De Rerum Natura the term otium is the Latin 

c ' translation of pa6rwv1 ) , and the word ~' which means 

"love", which denotes a kind of pleasure, and, in particular, 
C \ I 

sexual pleasure, can be related to ~oov~. Both of these 

terms, namely pa91wv1 and~~ov~, in the Epicurean philosophy, 

indicate a way of life the Epicureans favoured. Of course, 
l \ j

the Epicureans did not identify ~oov~ with sexual pleasure, 

as Plautus does, because Epicurus taught that some pleasures 

should be avoided since they provoke pain afterwards. 7 It 

is, however, probable that Plautus expresses in the above 

passage (11. 553-554), a popular belief which was current 

among the lower classes of Romans who were influenced by 

Greek ideas. But it is certain that among the Greek ideas 

which circulated in Roman society were those of Epicurus. 

And it is equally certain that the vulgar crowd had mis

understood the Epicurean doctrine of pleasure and sought in 

it an intellectual framework which would vindicate their 

wanton life. This is confirmed by a statement of Cicero, 

in the Tusc. Disp., in which, speaking about the influence 
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of Amafinius' work on the Roman people, says: 

..• C. Amafinius exstitit dicens, cuius libris 

editis conunota multitudo contulit se ad earn 

potissimum disciplinam, sive quod erat cognitu perfacilis, 

sive quod invitabantur illecebris blandae voluptatis, sive 

etium, quia nihil erat prolatum melius, illus (quod erat), 

tenebant. 


(Tusculan Disputation~, IV, iii, 6) 

Elsewhere, in the same treatise, Cicero says that the 

Epicurean philosophy was widely known, even among people 

with inferior education 

Quid enim dicant et quid sentiant 
ii,qui. sunt ab ea disciplina, nemo 
ne mediocriter quidem doctus 
ignorat. 

(Tusc. Disp. II, iii, 7) 

We do not know, of course, to what extend Epicureanism was 

prevalent among the upper classes of Roman society, but we 

know that in the second century a certain learned man, Titus 

Albucius, spent his life preaching the Epicurean philosophy. 

Cicero reports that T. Albucius had written a treatise on 

the Epicurean religion, reproving the Academics and 

. . h' 8Peripatetics f or t heir views on t is matter. Cicero speaks 
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contemptuously of Albucius, because the latter passed his 

youth in Athens, trained in the Epicurean philosophy and 

adopted Greek manners: 

Doctus etiam Graecis T. Albucius vel potius plane 

Graecus. Loquor ut opinor; sed licet ex orationibus 

iudicare. Fuit autem Athenis adulescens, perfectus Epicurius. 

evaserat, minime aptum ad dicendum genus. 


(Brutus, XXXV, 131) 

In De Finibus Cicero relates about Albucius a story concer

ning the years he lived in Athens; Scaevola, when he was 

praetor at Athens, greeted Albucius with a poem mocking his 

9Greek manners. And in his In Pisonem Cicero accuses 

Albucius of celebrating a private triumph, when the latter 

. s d. . 10was genera1 in ar inia. 

Nevertheless, Epicureanism's gradually growing popu

larity reached its peak in the first century B.C. Its 

influence extended even to philosophers of rival theories. 

Pierre Grima1 11 suggests that Hecaton, a Stoic philosopher, 

adopted the Epicurean ideals in the matter of friendship. 

The same scholar, further, believes that Panaetius' 

renunciation of the Platonic theory of immortality of soul 

was due to the influence of the Epicureans. 
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The most celebrated Epicureans at that time, were c. 

Amafinius, G. Rabirius, and T. Catius Insubre who became the 

teachers of the crowd. Cicero reports that Amafinius' books 

on physics 12 and on the doctrine of pleasure were widely 

13circulated among the Romans of the lower classes. The 

reasons for the growing success of Epicureanism, as it can 

be conjectured from the previously quoted passage of Cicero 

(Tusc. Disp. IV, iii, 6), were, first, that, as a practical 

philosophy, it appealed to a practically minded people, and, 

secondly, that in the middle of social turmoil and political 

unrest Epicureanism provided discontented Romans with an 

alternative life-style. The most notable example of a 

sensitive Roman who detached himself from the social turmoil 

and political unrest all around him is Lucretius. Unfor

tunately, 'history' has not provided us with adequate 

information about Lucretius' life and his bonds with his 

contemporary Roman Epicureans. Cicero is silent on the 

matter of Lucretius' life. The only available information 

we have is that supplied to us by his poem De Rerum Natura. 

Through the lines of that poem, the man is disclosed in all 

his sensitivity and keenness of mind. N. Dewitt calls him 

60~05 as having discovered the value of Epicurean philosophy 

14by personal study. Deeply concerned with human problems, 

Lucretius attempts to free his fellow-citizens from the 

fears that ensnare them, presenting the Epicurean philosophy 

I 
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in a new light, as a philosophy which preaches freedom of 

the individual who as a result is able to govern his life 

according to his own free will. 

Epicureanism was officially established in Italy by 

the Epicurean 'gardens' in Naples and Herculaneum. Siro and 

Philodemus of Gadara were the teachers of a large number of 

Romans who, afterwards, played a dramatic role in the 

15political and cultural life of Rome . Philodemus studied 

the Epicurean doctrines under the guidance of Zeno of Sidon, 

leader of the Athenian 'garden', and arrived in Italy around 

80 B.c. 16 Cicero, in his In Pisonem, portrays Philodemus as 

an eruditissimus and prolific Epicurean philosopher and 

17poet. But Cicero also attempts to sully Philodemus' 

character and reputation, because of his own envy towards 

18Piso whose teacher Philodemus was. Elsewhere, however, 

he revises his opinion and refers to Philodemus as an 

excellent and learned friend: 

Familiares nostros, credo, Sironem dicis et 
Philodemum, cum optimos viros, tum homines 
doctissimos 

(De Finibus II, 119) 

The friendship of Philodemus with Piso, who donated to 

him the villa at Herculaneum; 9 inaugurates an important 

chapter in the history of Epicureanism. Piso was the 
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father-in-law of Caesar, a fact that allows us to infer 

that Epicureanism had expanded its influence among eminent 

political men. It is known that Caesar himself was affected 

20. . d d . h. . 1 fb y the Epicurean i eas, an many Romans in is circ e o 

friends, such as Lucius Manlius Torquatus, Hirtius and Pansa, 

Dolabella, Cassius the liberator, Trebatius the jurist, 

T. Pomponius Atticus, P. Paetus, C. Gallus, and others were 

Epicureans. 21 It is probable that these people studied 

Epicureanism at Herculaneum under the guidance of Philode

mus, but we do not have any certain testimony. 

The considerable activity of the school at Herculaneum 

has been testified to by the large number of works of 

Philodemus and other Epicurean philosophers that were dis

covered at Herculaneum in 1752 A.D. Philodemus1 treatises 

cover many areas of philosophy, such as logic, religion, 

morality. Some titles of Philodemus' preserved treatises 

are: The Method of Inference, Rhetoric, on Gods, on Death, 

on Frankness, on Flattery, on Economy, on Wrath etc. His 

writings do not present much originality, but they are 

especially useful, because they supply us with valuable 

information concerning the Epicurean doctrines. All of the 

treatises are written in an intelligible and simple style 

without use of technical language and pompous rhetoric. 

Most of them are addressed to the students of the school, 
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and this is perhaps a reason for their simple style. Be

sides his prose works Philodemus wrote epigrams which are 

preserved in the Anthologia Palatina, and distinguished for 

their sophisticated style, pun and witticism. His poems 

seem to have influenced poets of the late Republic and 

Augustan literary circles, such as Catullus, one of whose 

poems, according to T. Frank, is written on the same pattern 

as a convivial poem of Philodemus, 22 or Horace who refers to 

Philodemus' poems in one of his Satires. 23 It is unlikely, 

however, that these poets studied at Philodemus' school; 

most probably they knew him from the school of Siro in 

24Naples, or from his poems. Furthermore, the influence of 

Philodemus' poems on Virgil, Martial, Tibullus, and Proper

25 . . d" d b J.I.M. . A f s h ld notetius is iscusse y Tait. act we ou 

is that Philodemus appears to be mostly known among the 

Romans for his poetic rather than for his philosophical 

works, since, as we have already seen, his reputation is 

due to his poetic activity. Therefore, I conjecture that 

Philodemus' school was not a place which many Roman "docti" 

frequented, though Cicero reports that famous Roman 

citizens were in contact with the Epicureans: 

Et quod quaeritur saepe cur tam multi sint 
Epicurei, sunt aliae quoque causae, sed multitudinem 
haec maxime allicit quod ita putant dici ab illo, 
recta et honesta quae sint, ea facere ipsa per 
se laetitiam, id est voluptatem. Homines optimi non 
intellegunt totam rationem everti si ita res se 
habeat. 

(De Finibus I, vii 25) 
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If IfFor I Philodemus himself I in his treatise n~1 l1opp16 t'a::> 

states that eminent Romans are not amenable to flOff16tQ as 

26. . . d b h e . h oo1 .it is practise y t Epicurean sc 

Siro's school, on the other hand, seems to have gained 

greater popularity, though we have no information available 

about his teaching. In Siro's school we find Varius Rufus, 

Quintilius Varus, Vergil and others. 27 In the Appendix 

Vergiliana, the collection of poems that are attributed to 

Vergil without, of course, any certainty, there is a poem, 

Catalepton V, in which Vergil expresses the desire to be 

initiated into Epicureanism, in order to find spiritual 

serenity and liberation from cares: 

Nos ad beatos vela mittimus portus 
magni petentes docta dicta Sironis 
vitamque ab omni vindicabimus cura. 

(11. 8-10) 

And, again, in Catalepton VIII, he refers to the years he 

was studying Epicureanism in the school of Siro. 

Villula, qua~ Sironis eras, et pauper agelle, 
verum illi domino tu quoque divitiae 
me tibi, et hos una mecum, quos semper 
amavi, si quid de patria tristius audiero, 
commendo, in primisque patrem. 

(11. 1-5) 

Virgil's youthful poems express a deep desire for peace and 

serenity far from the turmoils of political life. In the 
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Eclogue X, for example, his desire for "ignobile otiurn" is 

related to serene rural life which is not disturbed by the 

political agitations and wars. In the later years of his 

career, Virgil appears to renounce the Epicurean views, and 

to favour the Stoic theories. In the sixth book of the 

Aeneid, for example, he expressed belief in immortality. 

Apparently, in Virgil's later poems it is a fusion of 

Epicurean and Stoic ideas that seems to represent the 

~author's current belief. Discussing this point, J. Oros-
I 

'Reta remarks: "Virgile a pris des Epicuriens une partie 

de leur amour pour les choses delicates de la vie, leur 

croyance en la possibilite
I 

de l' harmonie et de la tranqui

llite hurnaines, leur interet pour la nature et pour les 

I
questions scientifiques, et leur conception h l' egard du 

progr~s hurnain, partant de principles simples. Nous savons 

que l' id~al de l' amitie humaine et de la coop~ration ·entre 

I • , I • ,
les hornmes etait un point cornmun entre epicuriens et 

stoiciens; mais Virgile, comme tant d' autres des ses con


28
temporains, hommes de leur temps, a su le faire sien." 

Finally, Cicero himself was not unmoved by the growing 

success of Epicureanism. He studied the Epicurean philoso

phy under Phaedrus' guidance in 90 B.C. in Rome. In his 

speeches he showed a thorough knowledge of Epicureanism 

though he attacked it for its hedonistic and utilitarian 
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theories. His attacks irreparably damaged the reputa

tion and the fate of Epicureanism. Preparing the way for 

the eventual silencing of Epicurean adherents after the 

first century, he provided the vocabulary of vituperation 

for their opponents. He incorporated in his writings the 

misrepresentation that ultimately became a permanent part 

of the history of Epicureanism. For many centuries, after 

Cicero, Epicureanism was equated with unbridled hedonism, 

and Cicero's writings were often the source of this 

attitude. 

In conclusion, we can say that the first century B.C. 

was simultaneously the climax of the promulgation of 

Epicureanism in the Roman world, and the starting point of 

a decline that was completed in the fourth century A.D., 

when the Emperor Julian was able to say: "But indeed the 

gods have already in their wisdom destroyed (Epicurus') 

be. 1129works, so that most of his books have ceased to 
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CHAPTER II 

ON FRANKNESS 

Q:> I I\ 0 t. H M qy]. . 
T~"' i.01) l:n11of"'~" ~s~ip

YQt>p.~vwv n tpl ~ 0uiv 11.ai ~i-

WV ~K rwv Z.~vwvq[s GAOJ~Uiv
• 

~. 
[·J 

0 E6TI n ~fL ~QPfr'J 61' as 

As we have already seen from the introductory chapter 

of the present work, Philodemus was the one of the two 

(the other one was Siro) pioneers of the official intro

duction of Epicureanism in Italy. With the foundation of 

his school at Herculaneum, 1 Philodemus follows the tradi

tion established by Plato, Aristotle and, later, Epicurus 

whose practice was to preach their doctrines in a given 

place, such as Academy, Lyceum or the Garden of Epicurus, 

and who avoided the public speeches which the Sophists 

delivered in the market place of Athens in order to teach 

their doctrines to their students. 

The peculiarity of the Epicurean school lies in the 

I

importance the Epicureans gave to practicing n~py~61q, 

in a time (Hellenistic and Roman age) when the freedom 

of speech was not considered as a public virtue, 2 to 

17 
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correct the moral deficiencies of their recruits, and to 

communicate to them the doctrines of Epicurus. The impor-
I 

tance of i1app161 Q may be seen in the fact that Philodemus 

dedicates a whole treatise to the analysis of the form of 

no Pf161ctwhich the Epicureans used to initiate their ad

herents to the Epicurean way of life. Before, however, 

beginning the examination of the present treatise, it will 

be useful to give some information about the present condi

tions of the text, so that the reader may better understand 

the way I treat of the subject. 

The treatise of Philodemus on Frankness ( Ocp; ll.AfF1 6 lC5) 

is preserved in a papyrus discovered at Herculaneum 

(Papyrus Herculanensis, 1471, published in 1805 in Naples). 

It contains 88 fragments and 24 columns in varying states 

of. preservation. I have followed A. Olivieri's text (it 

contains88 fragments and 24 columns, and it was published 

in Leipzig in 1914) accepting the restorations adopted by 

him. A. Olivieri's edition of the text of papyrus includes 

an appendix of uncertain fragments and an index concerning 

Philodemus vocabulary. I should note,however, that the 

preserved part of the treatise presents many problems con

cerning the interpretation of Philodemus ideas. First, 

the text begins abruptly in the middle of a sentence, a 

fact that makes it difficult, or rather impossible, to 
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understand what Philodemus is writing about in the intro

ductory sentence. Also, it was impossible for me to under

stand if the first fragment we have was part of Philodemus 

introduction or part of a later section of his treatise. 

The same problem exists in the rest of the treatise. Thus, 

it was very difficult, to find the order in which the 

central ideas occur in the text and so to solve the problem 

of what nQpp~61a is. A. Olivieri 3 has made an attempt to 

put the fragments in a sequence, but it seems unsuccessful, 

' since among the fragments which refer to nopp~61Q as a 

method of correction, there intervene fragments which 

refer to the disposition of the Epicurean sage or the 

students. Things are better in the part of the treatise, 

which is arranged in columns, because, there, the gaps 

in the text are fewer and the sequence of ideas is better 

preserved. 4 A second category of problems is that of the 

state of the text: many words are missing, and many 

others are uncertainly restored, or having dots under the 

letters. Thus,any presentation of the ideas of Philodemus 

as preserved in this papyrus' text must be considered 

probable rather than certain. In spite of these difficul

ties I have attempted to make on intelligible whole of 

the ideas in the treatise. 

I should note, in addition, that I was greatly helped 
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in the understanding of the fragments by two previous 

studies of this treatise, undertaken by M. Gigante and N. 

Dewitt respectively. M. Gigante, in his paper entitled 

Philodkme Sur la~ de parole, throws a fair light on 
I I 

Philodemus I presentation of napp~GI (l. I as a axvri andI 

I I 

especially as 6TOAQ6TlKt'] HX V'l (conjectural art) , which 

aims at curing people of their moral defects. 5 N. Dewitt, 

on the other hand, presents an absolutely different treat

ment of the ncpl fiupp~6tQ~ . His paper deals with the 

administrative structure of the Epicurean school; which is 

revealed in the background of the treatise, namely in the 

gradations in the hierarchy of the school of teachers 

and students, in the description of the characters of teachers 

and students and in the fundamental principles that govern 

6the school. 

In my own treatment of the same subject I intend to 

bring forth the relationship between nopp~Glo as a r ~X"i'J 

practised by the Epicurean sages, and nappri 6i Q as a method 

of correction of the students and of their initiation into 

Epicurean philosophy, by discussing those fragments which 

show first that n~pp~6;Q is an art which is practised in 

various ways, the purpose of which is to help and cure 

people of their faults, and second, that, in order for 

it to be successful, it must be practised by people of a 
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certain character, whose way of life is consistent with 

their teaching, so that the teachers may become a living 

example. 7 

It will be useful, however, to discuss briefly the 

meaning which nappri 6 i a had in the Classical age , and the 

meaning which it appears to have in the Hellenistic and 

' Roman age. The word nopp~610 derives from the words nos 

and p~61S • 
8 It indicates, therefore, initially the 

right of an individual to tell freely everything he thinks 

of another person, or of political affairs, or of philo

sophical and religious matters. In its good sense, as 

frankness, noppri611 

Q was the celebrated privilege of the 

Athenians in the classical age. Euripides in Hippolytus 

declares: 

~A ~u th-po1 napp~6: ~ 90/Uovrt:-} 

o: K.tl E-V no)uv KA~IVWV )A01111UJV 
( jl. 'i'l.'l .;9) 

We observe from this line that noippY')6; ct has a special 

association with the ~ >i~u 6t-p0us. It was the privilege of 

free born people, since a slave could not express freely 

his opinion on a matter from fear that he displease his 

master and be punished. This special practice of napf~o;q 

is indicated, also, by Plato's premise in the Republic. 
) 

eA ic-vGt-pl ~s 
Y'rv~T0a1. 

(Republic, 557 b) 
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In a free city every free-born man speaks freely, express

ing his opinion on every matter. The city is full of 

nQpp~6ia says Plato implying that it was practised by 

philosophers, rhetoricians, politicians or common people. 

In the Gorgias, again, Plato presents Socrates as saying 
I 

that napp~61Q is the privilege of those people who attempt 

to investigate the human soul and preach to people the 

right way of living, implying by the word 'people' the 

sages like Socrates himself. 

f~ o1J> 01

11 1 av f!Ot Gu opo~oy~6~s iH-p1' S,v 
1 l11.t~ fUX0 Sosa5t-i I TClUTO 0&~ ~6Tlv auT~ 
T0~1e~. ~wolii yap br1 TO" J-Af'1Aovra 1~6av1t-lv 
~ KaviJ~ ~uJi?!I. rr~p1 bp8ws. n: .5~6~s 1<.al p~ rp:~1
aF 

J'i 

t:-UVO

SE-I 
IClV 

'~xf.:IV 3 6V llQVTQ 'Jxf-151 't:n16T~f4~V TE }\(); 
I I 

~Oil nQpf'J61QV• 

(Gorgias, 486e-487a) 

But I should note that in the fourth century B.C. the term 

nopp~olq presents a shift in meaning from a good sense to 

a bad one. Thus in Plato's Phaedrus, for example, the 

expression " ~ e-~> TOlh 9E-o~~ nappt') 6 lo 119 has a bad 

connotation, indicating irreverence towards the gods, 

because a man should speak with circumspection about the 

10gods without offending them. As licence of tongue 

nopf'1511 

qappears to be practised by the great-souled man 

in Aristotle's description of his character in Nicomachean 
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Ethics, because he speaks with licence of tongue to the 

common people when he despises them: 

p-~yaAoruxou d~ Kai ro pnb"t-vo.> S1.-i60a1 ~ f-!oJi) ... 
OVO. yKaiOV S~ l<.Ql ~Qllf-fOf160V JI/QI KOl 

1 

IJ>Olll-p6q>1,\ov 0 

TO yap AQv6011E-I\/ ct'°l~OUffVOV .• KQl JU~Af=IV l~S atlr>et-1'os 

t-<6.i\~ov ~ r~s doSt]S 
1 

K.01
1 

A~yt-1v KOtl npC:nn·1v <povt-ptiJ> · 
1

napf"J61a61~.> Y'~I 510 To Ka1oq>pov;E"iv ) d1 o Ko.i 
)I Ll I }I (j I I' ) I 
a 11 ~ ot-vn KO~ , n11~v o6Q ,......., 01 ~ pwv H av· .... 


11(Nicomachean Ethics, IV, iii, 26, 28) 

As a result of the practice of nuppl'J6;o as licence 

of tongue, in the Hellenistic age it ceases to be considered 

as a public virtue and becomes a private virtue.. F.C. 

Babbit, the translator of Plutarch's first volume of 

Moralia in the introduction to the treatise OUi.s av TIS d10

• I A ')
Kpiv~I t roll KO a Kg 1o0 q>111 ov , remarks that.: "under the politi

cal conditions existing in Plutarch's day it was probably 

safer to cultivate it (i.e.J1<lff1610 1 frankness as a 

private virtue. 1112 

In Italy, in the first century B.C., Philodemus 

cultivates notpp~61Q in his school as a method of instruc

tion, and as a virtue which distinguishes the Epicurean 

sage from the vulgar pedagogues and common people. The 

title 
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m-pl ~ iju," "'al ~l-
1wv Zrivw vq [.s GxoJ~ wv 


(•] 

of the treatise which Philodemus dedicated to this subject, 

i.e. nopp~GIQ confirms the hints about the nature ofI 

nappri &I q appearing in my earlier discussion: napp'l 6iq is an 

~Go~and plos, it is the moral element in character and a 

way of life. The term ~Go) is generally translated as 

'character'. Character in its most comprehensive sense 

depends on the moral virtues that are engendered in a 

>1 (\ ) 13 I 
man 1 S self by practice ( E: !JOS. • nopp~ 61 Cj , therefore, 

being associated with '1Go) and f3lO) , probably means the 

habit of speaking frankly, which is engendered in a man by 

instruction and by practice. For, Aristotle maintains 

that the moral virtues that are engendered in a man's 

character derive from learning and practice and not from 

nature. 14 Consequently a man who has this virtue, napp'1 G; C.\ , 

acts and lives in accord with it. He becomes a nqppii61aor~c; 

by character. Philodemus, it seems to me, holds this view 

with respect to nC\pf~61q , since throughout his treatise 

he attempts to show that an Epicurean sage or student must 

practise noff161a and must be willing to accept noppti6i o . 

At this point lies the special association of nopp~61~ with 

1:u1 

vo101 as I shall try to show below. 
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Besides being a virtue, nopp~6;q becomes in the 

hands of the Epicurean sage the permanent method by which 

he corrects and instructs his students. In fragment 68 of 

the treatise we read that freedom of speech is an art 

practised in various ways. 

(napp~6iasf-~01 K; A~i n qi!Ao~f:-X"';_ l 
•; q ) 

Cl.) ov6~~ , 010," tnH'lf"'~-
1

va~c.0~ 1 K.a1 :~} Ke:-pQ~-
Vf"Y,11~.) &or~i\t-61 TOT) t.
no.1 VOi\ ~Cll nrrptn~f~- 51v~~ TQ~oAov9a 1cii) Q-

yo.~ois ) np~ ny'" _, ofs '~xo.;6• 1 

11 LOS ()OK. av l WV j()I ov
- I '- t 

n.ov 110101 TO Tas unof:v'1
1 106E'IS~ Ka1 KQra 10.s Jr.1JSop.~-

v~s s~ &r~.>J npar ilQPf~6l(Qv] oq>orros 
(11.1-11) 

The above passage since it is mutilated does not 

give us information about Philodemus' argument that 

napp~6/q is q>1A0Hxvici , as the expression o~'av 

indicates. The term q>1AOT~Xv1a , on the 

other hand, assures us that the Epicureans considered 

nopp~61 ci as a kind of TEXV~ • The word q:>1:\onxv1'a derives 

from the verb cp1 :\OT(.Av~ w which means 'to love art' , ' to 

practice an art'. ~1A0Hxvia , then,takes the meaning of 

'enthusiasm for art' . 1 6 In Philodemus' treatise On Music 

there is the expression 
17 

which has the meaning of the enthusiasm for the art of 
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music. 

From that meaning (enthusiasm for art) 't>t'Ao1E-xvlC4 

acquires the meaning of 'craftmanship' of sculptors, of 

pyramid-builders, or of 'ingenuity', 'artifice' with regard 

to the intellectual capacities of a man, or of •·artistic 

18' • • f h • I h h • ft• for ingenious construction o a t ing . T e s i ing o 

the meaning of ~1~01~x~lq from 'enthusiasm for art' to 

'craftmanship' and 'ingenuity', probably, is due to the 

fact that a man who likes something very much, and in the 

present case, the art, gives all his efforts to being 

excellent in the art he practises; he reaches ingenuity 

in art; thus, the art he practises is ingenious. 

Philodemus, therefore, seems to me to use i:p1 ~o r~xvi q in this 

last meaning, as an ingenious and excellent art. napp~6IQ 

is an excellent art, for its purpose is excellent. It 

turns people towards practicing the right things ( TO ic;.OAru6a 

rois ayo Gols ( fr~- 68, f~. 6- i ) . M. Gigante argues that 

nopf161'q as q>i~onxvia has come to mean an 'excellent art' 

because it is contrasted with KOKOTE-Xvlo which means 'bad 

art•. 19 Carneades and other adherents of Plato, as Sextus 

Empiricus reports, had labeled rhetoric as KC4K01~xv1 a 

20'false artifice 1 
• 

In order to understand the Epicurean premise that 
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napp~61a is an art, we should note what art means in the 

Epicurean philosophical vocabulary and what its purpose is. 

Art, for the Epicureans, is the method that provides an 

advantage ( TO 6up.cp~pov) to the life of men. 
21 

Nature has 

created the universe full of imperfections. Lucretius 

reports that: 

nequaquam nobis divinitus esse paratam 

naturam rerum: tanta stat praedida culpa. 


(Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, V, 
198-199) 

The art employed by the people to correct the imperfections 

of nature and to lead people to the attainment of r6 Ka Ta
I 

cp J 61 v 1' EA o s , which lies in the avoidance of every pain 

by establishing qrapaSla for the mind and 6novia for the 

body, the two basic elements which comprise the Epicurean 

"\ I 22 
concept of 100111 . Epicurus declared 

> KQ; 0"12a roCiTo rryv ~Jov~v an7v kQt T~AO.> A~yo('-'W 
~I \'QI TOV ~QIC.Q p; U)) J~v. TCJUrl')V ror 6ya00I/ npwrov 

I I I )j 


Koa 6urr~v11<.ov fyvwµ<:~... 

{D.L. X, 128, 129) 

Accordingly, no pp~ 61Q is the method that releases people 

from their moral errors and provides the 16 6up-<p~ in their 

life. This is made explicit by the fragment I of the 

n1:-pi' now~G[QS: in which we read that certain people being 

unable to recognize their errors and attain the To 6u~~~pov 

http:6urr~v11<.ov
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for themselves, do not trust napp16i Q • 

<. I

unonlmov yQp 
d~ t..Ul TO llVQS ~~H 6UV

Ql680yf-6ea1 TO.S at'-'ap1lasl
t-'1 e) 0 6vvq>~pc-i d1ay1vwo

) 
KE-111 an(uH] ~Iv nof-1. 

I • 

(Frag. i, 11.1-5) 

In Col. XXb Philodemus writes that the people who are 

unable to realize their 10 6u~~F'commit wrongs and suffer 

wrongs, 
noAAa yap h TUJV 

) I I I 

tVOVTH..llV na6xou61 KQI 
I <. - I

npqnw6• o ! 1ov 6Y Y~t--

povro~ Odlct ;\oy1 6T91 \j'U 

xa I >L 

(Col. XXb, 11.6-10) 

I l 

relating again nopp1ti1q to To 6vfAq>cpov 23 The trust 

which Philodemus shows in the effectiveness of nopp16i q 

to correct the moral errors of a man and to lead him to 

the attainment of the Epicurean end is indicated by the 

fragment 64 in which he advises the sages to practise 

11opp116tq until the final fulfilment of its purpose~ 4 

What kind of art nappri 610 is, is manifested in the 

fragment 1. There Philodemus explains in a very obscure 

• I 
way how the sage practices ncipp~ 61q • 
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Generally, the sage and the 
philosopher use the freedom of 
speech in the sense that they think 
in a conjectural way by the means 
of probable arguments without any 
rigidity. 

M. Gigante has suggested for the last sentence of the above 
t. passage the following restora tion " e ~ [ Aoy IC\ L1JS )~Jr.[, SJ t-

no y: \AJ) J o[~dtV n·
25 It seems to me that the suggested 

restoration is very probable, because the word 61ox0So~~vos 

meaning the act of guessing or of conjecturing is contra

dicted by the word naylws which means 'with rigidity'. 

For, something which is the result of guesswork cannot be 

rigid, unchanging, since any guess is subject to change 

when more information and arguments are supplied for 

making a case on a given subject. Further, the term 

I ) I

noy1os is used in association with t:il16i"}t-'ti , the scienti

fic knowledge which is rigid and fixed. Aristotle in 
) I 

Nicomachean Ethics draws the distinction between cn16T~~~ 

defining the first as a thing which we know 

scientifically cannot vary, while defining the 
> \ , e >I ) I '' 2 6 

second as a thing that Ev o t Xt:-6 a1 Q 111\W.S t Xf-lV 
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Philodemus in the Rhetoric makes a distinction between 

T~Xv1 ''T1" 16 r-.u9001Kov ·~xov-/6av i<.al 
} 

(:6i~ "o 
, 
s " and 

'\ I ' IT~Xv'l '' T~v 61oxaSoiu~v~11 / 1ou Ui.s ~n[IJ 10 no11 v ~~1 "'o-
I ' >1 \ 27 • I ru TO t-u11oyov. The first HX"~ is that which has an 

invariable method ( 16 ~t90S1~ov and is fixed ( Io 
I 

} I I 

~Gryt ~os ) ; this form of T~X4 gives, in other words, fixed 

of rigid results. The second form of T ~X"I") is that which 

' ' 111depends on G1oxo61-.tos (guess) and on ro H>11oyov (the fair 

argument, the probable argument), and, consequently, it 

cannot give rigid results. Again, Philodemus in Rhetoric 

says, 

(I, p. 26) 

Philodemus then considers 

• )I '\ I I 

which depends on,ro l:\J1\oyov1and not as a no11ct TE-XVI") , which has 

r~ f-lE-e:,S~ ,.6vand 10 ~6T~ KO s That nopp~6i ct is a 6TON~ on N1 
r~xv~ is confirmed, further, by the fragment 57 in which 


Philodemus explains that sometimes the sage fails in his 


judgement of certain subjects though he composes his 


I 
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reasonable arguments ( €:~ Aoy1 6-rCC ) from the most accurate 

probable signs which the given subjects supply to him, 

because his arguments depend on a reasonable guess 
I 

( t-~Aoyt6T<l 6TOXC4610 ) . 
l<.~V t-4~ J 

l<.QTE·1A1q>!l ip[ lllv] 1as 

~ .~cnp 6 [~]~ TOV.> r.o,~ Iui s 
r161v 1 Cl~Aa 9~~hw6a-
r'" E-vov. c~Aoy 16 Tct d~ 6T0- 5 
xa 6ia f'-4~ _610 llQvr\.os> ~-
no1~Q1' l/~IV 01' Q !'.CH~ 1II ni' 6

e~ J }(~V 011:.pw.> h 1wy [&] rKO
TWV 6()111/ 0~101 lcl TryS 
e-6Aoy:cH OE-l ye~ ~v ef ·] ""' (-?)29 10 

c I \ I • 

of'A'o:\or~ 6a1 01011 AO yos
1 

Qfp~i ~oirc-vxc:·1pe-Tv [ 
(Fr. 57, 11.1-12) 

It is necessary to confess that the reasonable 
guesses do not always result as was hoped, though 
the reasonable arguments (-nli"fi~(v}\oyfa~re de,r~ved 
from the most accurate apparent signs (E-11<01WV), 
because the mind (Aoros) grasps the undertaken 
argument. 

(11.5-10) 

' 
Philodemus explains that napp~6i ct is r~xvri 

because the human mind is that which plays the primary role 

in the understanding of a given subject, and in composing 

the arguments by guesswork. Furthermore the association 

of napp~i:;;ct with f~Aoyioi andro~KOS(as it appears in fragments 

1 and 57) argues about its conjectural character. ~he 

word E-~ Ao y 1 q composed of the adverb t:-G and the noun >..oyos 

http:llQvr\.os
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meaning initially a fair argument, in the fifth century, 

with the rise of the sophistic rhetoric, took the form of 

30
probable argument. It was due to the assumption that 

the reactions of a man, or of a state may be predicted, 

because a man or a state tends to act in a particular way 

under particular circumstances. Thus the argument of 

probality acquired an important role in the oratory and 

31 
prose of the fifth century. Thucydides, for example, 

built his whole 'history' on the principles of likelihood, 

expediency, and nature, arguing that a man or state seeking 

' ' always TO 6ufAq>1:-pov acts in a certain way under certain 

circumstances because his reactions derive from the emotions 

h
. 32

t hat at any moment conquer im. Thus, he presents the 

general Diodotus in the Athenian assembly arguing that the 

revolution of Mytileneans was due to the emotion of anger 

33which was aroused in them because of their poverty.. A man, 

therefore, can guess what the probable reaction of people 

will be under certain circumstances. Thereby, the argu

ment of probability seems to have been used by the Epicurean 

philosophers to make their 'diagnosis' about the moral 
l 

defects of the recruits, and, then, by using naPf~6lQ 

to argue their cases to the students in order to correct 

them. Philodemus in fragment 57, as we have already 

34 
seen, says that a sage makes his case on the character 

of a given student by observing the latter's external 
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~ I ) I 

reactions ( E:-1 KO l'OI ) • The word E:- I Ko S originated in the 

rationalistic era 0£ the f i£th century took the notion of 

a sign apparent, or probable. Aristotle in Rhetoric I, ii.. 

15 speaking about signs defines the To l:'i.J,.;as a sign "which 

generally happens, not however unreservedly, as some 

define it, but the sign which is concerned with things that 

may be other than they are, being so related to that in 

regard to which it is probable as the universal to the 

particular. 1135 In that meaning, it seems to me, Philodemus 
) I 

uses the e-1~01~ in the above fragment (fr.57, 1.8), as 

'apparent' signs. In the fragment 63, for example, what 

' Iis E-1 KO~ is used as a sign of the moral sickness of a 

student, as the ro 6~fflov is the sign 0£ bodily sickness. 
napo~/\~61?" y~P ~61111 li>?- 3 
nr,p E-1 n.s. 1ar~~ 1.mol\a~W" 
Oia 6nfAE-i.;,.; t-U~yw11 S 
npooJc--i60CH _TOVTOl/I 'TIVQ 

Kwwparo-> i?1rQ S1oma-i.U11 
iv n)'- ~~t4f1woE-~ t-tYlq.~-:_1 
non na~1 ""llW6Q~ rov-
TO~ <i'1'111<1) vo6uh 6vvc-xol':"'- 1o 
vov. • ~6H yQ[wJv rc.Q~·S1'au-
ro TOVTO na.:11 not[pJp1]61q6<:-rq1. (fy-.6~ lt·3-1,,) 

As a physician recognizes the disease of a man from pro

bable signs (1.5), and applies his medicines accordingly, 

in the same way the Epicurean sage recognizes the moral 

) I 

errors of his disciplines from probable signs ( ~1~01~ 
I 

and practices nopp~61~ on them, as a physician uses his 

medicines, to correct them. In fragment 71, Philodemus 

states that a sage recognizes in advance what the reaction 

of a student will be towards noifp'J6)o from the 
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and acts accordingly. 

8t-w
p~6 Q > ~) [L l<.U] 10bI'1:-va 5c:L 
f" ~VO·>_ T> cl rJ~ 1 6 Xi) I/ 9E-i ri 1 

rtrp I~~ Tt T~ 
1 

6~11Qv11- > I 

6av 016t-! 1<.01 OLlf. U.,~ ayf:- s 
V~TOV. OpOE-lOWS i:~ noA
)ou.) ~l~o~ cinauxt-vlS~w 
TU.JV V~LUI( Ka1' 101~ ~A;\ 01.s 

(Fr. 71, 11.1-8) 

That the practice of freedbm of speech, being a con

jectural art, must be applied at the appropriate time 

( K~1pos ) in order to be fruitful, is the next subject 
I 

treated by Philodemus. The word K~1pos is another term 

used abundantly in the Sophistic and rhetorical vocabulary 

of the fifth century. Since it denotes opportune time or 

place or circumstance, it is the principal that determines 

the time, the proofs and the style the sage should choose 

in order to practise frankness as a method of correction. 

In fragment 22, for example, we read that the sage will 

work out the great changes in the character of his dis

ciples, who have committed errors, at the opportune time 

t-A-f: [ Tll 0] ~ ~ [t;l TO] 90'1 

rovs 
1

[ -n;s J 1wv )1J1wp-a rwv 
~u-r[~v 

1 

E:]y B1v~6t:ws o~Ko-
,yoh'4-<?l:'p-f~~.s <npbs rciis 
QAAOI!~ (U 0 ~~ Ka1po>_) [KJal TQ)l 

n9pll1_1LAY)61a] J1SwolV c{UiOlS ;1
- .) ~' "• >) ) 

~~·,,. oyayo1 u ov 16w.s !JO
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T UJ 0 60 [q>] os, av ~[1] 60ClVIWTQ

T~J 1 na CppJ !} 61
1 

av 

(Fr. 22, 11.1-9) 

The 1--AE'lclG~61.S operates only when the sage has grasped 

the appropriate opportunity. Every postponement is incom-

I 

patible with nopf161a . In fragment 25 we read: 
) J ) I 1 I 

o~. ~)S KQlpov tvxpov!

s~1v \n1S~LrJo~iuc-v o6J~ 
l"ClT 

1 

SJ~1Jov Tp9nov 1 "-al To0 
nw~ 010 nopp~61as 

1

E:n1n·
- I 1 ( t 

V~ff:-V <r']V flOOS QuTO\.JS 
>1 I 

t-ovo1Qv rwv Kal[Q6K~!.!a

So~[~J11wv nap' oL>ro i6 n~
nopp'l 610 c5eQ1 

. {Fr. 25, 11.1-8) 

The above passage sets forth a new relationship, that of 
,,

I I 

noppri6 •a - KQI pos. -~UVOI OI The Epicurean sage, Philodemus 

seems to suggest, must act 'on time' through na Pf11 61 a in 

order to obtain the ~() 
•I 

VOi c..-4 of the students, who are in 

the course of preparation, K<J Ta 6 l<E-uQ )o~E vol { 11. 6-7) , 
,, 

towards napp16tQ. The importance of ~uvo1q lies at the 

point that a student should be willing to hear the frank 

speech of his teacher, in order to correct himself. 

Philodemus, further, maintains that even the awakening of 

goodwill {~uvu1C\) in a recruit is a matter of calculation, 

the choice of appropriate time or way of practising 

frankness. This particular treatment of the subject, 

http:QuTO\.JS
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• I JI r 

i.e. the relationship between nQpp1610-fu1101a.-~011 r 0 s., reminds 

us of the way in which the Sophists used to construct 

' ) ' 
their arguments. They based them upon the TD f-1 ic.o'> , 


16 GOfq>~ftN and ro q> U 6 I K 0 \/ . We have already proved that 


Philodemus had connected the art of t1QffllI 6lC\ with the 

I I 

16 ~~ i'.os. and iO Gu~cp t-p o \/ •36In the present passage 


(Fr. 25, 11.1-8), Philodemus associates the practice of 


I 

1 	 ,, 

nopp~G1q with the ~uvo1~ , which is a matter of man's 


nature. The word 1:-~vo1q , in antiquity, was used indicating 


both an intellectual and a psychological state of human 


nature. For example, Aeschylus in the Supplices uses the 

) I'I 

(:-\)V01 OlVword 	 <;;-uvo1a to mean "good will" of mind, 


- 37 - ~I IcppE-vwv, and '!impulses of kindness", rots "') 66061v yap nos 


> I 38
I 
llS E:-uvo1cu cpfp~l Philodemus, it seems to me, maintains 

both of the above meanings of the word because he suggests 


that the purpose of a sage is first to obtain the goodwill 


(i.e. "friendly disposition") of the students towards 

accepting n°'PP~ 61q (Fr. 25, 11.4-8), and, secondlyJ to 


cultivate the good will(i.e. the good will of mind) of the 


students towards practicing noipFrJ 61C1 (Fr. VXIIb, 11.1-6) 


ou Sia-] 
Aof:-1~av9y 6[LJ 1 ~ai ~o~o!s ,1
K.C\ 1 K.O\To. ir:.0.1 pov KC\' an l::'O

vo IC\i K.cu ndvTa 11po6cp~
P°fA~~ovJ b6a nop..,<1>11(0JG 
!IA (:V 

I (Col. XVIIb, 1-6) 
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The relationship napp16la - Ka1p6~- E0vo1q brings f-orth 

another fundamental element of the Epicurean technique of 
) I 

correction, the a Kf1j) ~1q • In the Col. Va of the present 

treatise, we read: 
Cl e 1 ft I 
W61t po6~':'JLS napp~619 

XP~60Jy1a1 11p?~ cdpy1cg 
r;..~J i acv~1~~xa.~. ,CJ1Jo c.icKr' 
?,~6T'=f.'1 nw:._ u11ap~.fov6~~ 
1:-v 6nav ~I Twv npos. [ ~ 1101 

av ~ol cpula'av E-u9e;1wv 
,Yhm0~vr~~ 1<..al noCpo Tryv 
C\llOf:~fvJfl~}V _ 0~ .' T~V no
AV~POVl OV 1wv 11:.~e~Y'160-
l\,l E:vwv j 

(Col. Va, 1-10) 

The above passage through a contradictory statement 

brings forth the idea that only the Epicurean technique 

of speaking freely can be labeled an a1C.p1j)~s method and 

J I 

art. The word a i:-ri j*iq means 'precision' . In the present 

I • 
passage it is associated with a 110Pf~61ct which is used 

with "haste in respect to idleness and delays" (11.1-3) 

11 

by vulgar pedagogues who lack E-vvo1 0111 (l. 5) and 'I>' -;) 1' c. If 

(1.6). Thus, the students who study under the guidance of 
} I 

those pedagogues cannot become a1C.p1~~1~ (11. 3-4). But 

Philodemus in fragment 25 claimed that noi 'Pf~ <i1q should be 

practised "on time" in order to be fruitful;39 the nopp~t>1Q 

which the vulgar pedagogues use, since it is not practised 

on time, cannot be fruitful. Such a noirr~ 6 l 
I 

C\ is 
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precise. For precision means "to practise nappri 61
I 

q 'on 
I 

time'". Further, the vulgar pedagogues use n°'ff~l 6 1 0 with-

ll 
out t-vvo1 ~ and q>i I} 1' a , a fact that leads us to consider 

that the way they think and speak is not the appropriate 

one for the correction of their students. Their rrapft(6t'q , 
> I 

then, is not cH.pll~ti.s; for it lacks presicion of thinking, 

and speaking. Philodemus probably accuses other 'schools' 

of not using frankness in the right way to correct their 

students. Those 'schools' cannot, consequently, mould 
I

) I 

Q tc.p1 \) t-1.>. students with respect to nQpf~G1a and, even with 

respect to their whole life and character, since we have seen 

I t7,'')eabove that noPrJ61ctis associated with V) OS and r 1. OS , because 

the students are mouldedin accordance with their teacher's 

living example of a way of life (nape'.-. T~v qno(""-ifl111J/ri61v 

J ii •1" n0Au~f6v1ov r~ K.C1S1Y1&'.l~w.Ml.J?hilodemus, in the present 

passage (Va}, brings forth another idea connected with the 

method the Epicureans use to correct their students, the 

idea of imitation. The word as it occurs in the passage 
) i ) I 

may be rendered llno~1 t4"1)b'5. or onol""1 ~1 61> since the :y: is set in 

double brackets. The term onori ~"l'J (>Is. meaning remembering II 

or 'recognizing •4 O does not suggest the act of 

imitation. Further, the word 

occur in any Greek passage meaning 'imitation'. On the 

) I • I• • • I 41other hand, the word ono1"'1~q G1!> meaning imitation 

renders precisely the idea of the 1.8 of the above fragment 

(Va). Thus, it seems to me, that the correct reading of 



the word is implying the act of deliberate imitation. My 
39 

argument, that 
) 1 

ono~1 t-4'161.> here I11eans 'deliberate imitation' 

is supported by the fragment 45 in which we read: 

t<-Qi i6 6wl-xo11 1<.etl 1<up1
!Ji Tf.a11av 

1 
1 En11<00plf 1 K.q

01 ov 3 ~" ~<1> p~~~Oa> rn-1
Gctp.x~6or f;;:V 1 Ll,s 1<.al napCpY)6 •••• 

(Fr. 45, 11.6-9) 

The life of Epicurus should become the ultimate goal of 

imitation for the students, who have chosen to live in 

accord with his philosophy. The pledge to Epicurus is 

a tacit assumption that he was the unique guide on the 
y 
'. 

and excellence. He was the man who 

attained the ultimate pleasure and showed the road towards 

it with the example of his life. Metrodorus declared that: 

1/ l l I0 'fn/ 1<.oupo" ~lo:> Tois. TUN a1111wv 6UYKflVO~tVO~ 

~V~Kl:V ~\Al:-f0T'1TC>~ KOl Ct~T0fK£-IQS: f-1090.} OVV01'-4169t-i~ 
( (. i3ailey ibid 

1 
c.hapter V f't'·XXXVI) 

Elsewhere (Fr. 84) naff~ 61C\ takes the form of ad

) . The 

technique of admonition is presented in its own right in 

fragment 66; the sage conquers the resistance of his 

disciples, who are possessed by alienated passions 

( ~A)\ arp1 a > , towards correction, by means of aamoni tion. 

The most celebrated form of admonition is the 

v ov 9-e rri 61 ~ , meaning paternal admonition, underlines the 
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element of paternal affection and concern which the 

Epicurean sage feels for his students. In fragment 26 the 

l<.t'\O~p-0111K~ vou e~Tr'} 6 Is is contrasted with irony. Philodemus I 

here, is probably referring to the Socratic irony; for 

Socrates used to prove the wrongs of his fellow-people by 

. . . . 42 . 
pro f essing ignorance on a given sub)ect. The admonition 

provides a reciprocal benefit to the sage and the students; 

the capacity of tolerance on the part of the students· and 

the goodwill of th~ sages are .Hrspired by the desi·re for a 

mutual solution through admopition. 
Kai r~ J[,) QAJA~A~v 6w"1)

5'"6ea1 npos ~0q>op<: >ov 1i:.od 
I '\ II ) I ~ 

~t-yo "~':' ~uvowv t:q>oo1 
ov ~you~~VOVi t ln f-1 KO; 

I I I I 

TO YrW H-po1.S Ka IQ T~V 

0[1Jd GH1v nE--1 ea fli.~6ai' 
nCo Tf·) 

1h1 St.J T~v l/Ou8hry
6111 ~v(-y~fiv St-S1~5 c.lyQ

~o]~ kQI np66q[opov .:: E6r1v,>
(fr. 36, 11. 1-9) 


The task of admonition is assigned to the Epicurean 


p n i 1 o s o p h e Y' , and the confidence in the effective

ness of such a method is affirmed in fr. 35 


T~ 6o u.w 11ou8t-rt-i-1> , and in fr. 4 5 ['-'-tTQ noXA~~ n-e:-no1 8~ 6t-w.> 
1 

>I ) I 

Q 11 ~ ov > V 0 v 6 E.- T I') 6 0 ~ (:- V ) . The confidence the 

Epicureans show in admonition is underlined, further, 

by the fact that they attempt to admonish eminent people 

43 
as well as the vulgar crowd. Elsewhere, Philodemus 
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reports that the sage is supported in the task of reproof 

and admonition by his students (Fr. 38}. In Col. XVIIa 
I ' I 

the sage is compared with the 60~o~ 101pos who is called 

upon to make an incision to cure a sick man; in the same 

way the sage uses admonition to correct his disciples. 

' Having discussed what kind of art napp~61Q is, and 

what the characteristics of that art are, we will proceed 

to a discussion of the various ways in which noppri 61 C4 is 

practised. We have already seen that it is no11<.lAY] 

<i>' ;\01c-x v: q 
44 

It can be used &nAws (Fr.10), i.e. 

straightforwardly, without any adornment, in the case of 

students of stubborn character. Or it can be used in a 

I 

more subtle way ( Kor~or~pov ) {Fr. 9}: the sage, instead 

of reproving directly the students for their faults, by 

finding faults with the strangers,.or reporting the errors 

he had committed in his youth, turns his disciples to re

pentance. Plutarch illustrates this method by the example 

of his professor Ammonius: "My professor, Ammonius, at 

an afternoon lecture perceived that some of his students 

had eaten a luncheon that was anything but frugal, and so 

he ordered his freedman to chastise his own servant, re

marking by way of explanation that "that boy cannot lunch 

without his wine." At the same time he glanced towards us 

http:strangers,.or
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so that the rebuke took hold of the guilty. 45 

I .J f • 

Sometimes the sage uses the t-Ac.Tp1a til111f'161Sin 

order to correct his students, as Epicurus did with 

Pythocles (Fr. 6). The term 

is related to the kind of rebuke Epicurus used in the 

Letter to Pythocles in order to prove to the latter that 

his opinions on divinity were wrong, by proving the 

46ignorance of Pythocles with respect to divine matters. 

In fragment 13 Philodernus seems to suggest that the sage 

reprehends his students in cases of insult. In fragment 

87 the sage who calms his angry recruits is compared to 

47Hercules calming the Styrnphalian birds by music. 

Next, Philodernus relates the behaviour of the sage 

to the application of frankness in various ways. The sage 

must not get angry with the 

he must not lose his courage in practising nof'P'16;a when he 

is disappointed by the bad reputation of napp~6lQ (an 
I 

allusion to the fact that noppri61q has ceased to be 

considered as a public virtue at that time), or by the loss 

of some of his students. He must possess an urbane disposi

tion endowed with prudence, wisdom, moderation, love, in 

contrast to vulgar pedagogues who have a malicious 
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The aim of nappl') 6lq is to help people to correct 

their moral faults. Philodemus seems to consider it as 

an art of succour ( 130~9t-1Q ) , analogous to medicine, and 

as the unique proper food for the moral health of students 

(Fr. 18).49 Thus Philodemus exhorts his disciples to reject 

and forget every other intellectual TF<J>t'JI as useless. As 

, napp~6t 
I 

o helps the students to correct their 

faults, and attain the Epicurean end (Fr. 67). Yet, this 

help is given in various ways. For example, in fragment 43 

is a form of help, which functions 

through the reciprocal love and respect that both student 

and teacher feel, with respect to the good as well as to 

the wicked elements of their character. 

YE-
v~ 66 Cp.e: vovJ cJ>illc>Tponov 
~I J~ [oyo 9J WV nws ouxi KQl 

- c ' q
TWll KQkWVj WS Y'Of tVf 

kE-v E:v<pfo<>u~n [sJ t1u·iywv
1 

ourw K~1 :ou~wv ~f?6!']'-fl 
6Uvno 01QS xap1v1 61 Y)v j30t')

(j o0 f E: eQ . ( fr . 4 3 , 11 • 1- 8 ) 

The term ~vv[la91ct produced from the verb 6ur 11ci 6X w , 'feel 

along with someone else', or 'suffer along with: reflects 

the emotional and intellectual concern of one person for 

another. Epicurus in fragment LXVI says: 
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I } > 11\ I

Zvp-naewµ.t:v TO\S q>1;\ol51 ov Gp~vouv-r~s ,QJ\ Aa A 
I Cj)pov·ri SoVTGS: O 

The meditation upon the wickedness of one's character by an 

intimate results in the ~o~G~1Q , because a friend advises 

his friend on the ways the latter should use in order to 

get rid of his faults. In fragment 79 of the current 

treatise, we read: > I 

Q ~AQ 6uv

na 9~] lPS ~fapJ1\a.s &no
AQ~~uv~1v 1to\ f-"~J Ko5v

l'fi S~1v f-'Vld~ )01Sopt=iJ':' 

(Fr. 18, 9-12) 

The sage considers with sympathy the moral errors 

of his disciples without insulting or abusing them. 

Aristotle describes the feeling of sympathy among friends 

as follows: "the mere presence of friends is pleasant 

both in prosperity and adversity. Sorrow is lightened by 

51
the sympathy of friends." In tragedy the feeling of 

sympathy is expressed through an emotional 'identification' 

of the audience with the actors. The audience feel that 

sufferings of the protagonists as if they were their own, 

like devout Christians contemplating a picture of a cruel 

martyrdom. At other times the audience might share the 

emotional responses of the chorus, hating Pentheus with 

the Maenads in the first part of the "Bacchae", or 

pi tying Cassandra with the Argive elders in Agamemnon. 
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In Epicurus and Philodemus, the concept of sympathy has 

the special connection of meditation which is realized 

in the form of practical help through frankness. 

The result of the moral help of nuprriGict, is the 

\~O~ \j ~'a of the 'sinners' , and the final acquaintance with 
I I ro 6vf<f>t-pov. 52 

Epicurus illustrates the therapeutic 

character of naff~6lq by comparing it with medicine: 

K~v~!, ~KE-lVOU q>1 Ao6ocpov Aoyos) ~<1»05-~viO~ll naeos 
6vepumov etfnHJtlc.llJ L060<:--p yap ~01p11'-11.S w6~v oq>E:~O.) 

c, )Si'r'1 10.> vo6c>..J> Twv 6wf-tcnwv )e:l'13a .~lAo.> 6av1 w1w.). ou t 

<}>! Ao6oq>i QS I t-i ~0 16 T1S 1f0J\~> ti::.j3oAAt-I na 9os. 

(C. 	 Bailey, ibid, chapt. v, 
Fr. 54) 

In order that the therapeutic character of nopp16iq 

may function, the student must regard the sage as father-

confessor, and look upon him confidently; mistakes and 

shortcomings must be frankly reported to him, so that the 

student may be cured (Fr. 49). The student must place 

himself in the hands of the sage, since he is the only 

protector from the secular evils that threaten the student, 

and the guide to right thought and action. As Diomedes 

"placed his life in the hands" of Odysseus at their 

nocturnal patroling in Troy, in a same way, the student 
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must show confidence in his teacher, by saying as another 

Diomedes53(Fr. LJ o ) 

I I I ] I ) Ie 
10\JTou yf: 6nop.~vo10 f(QI t:~ nupas 01 ot-"e:vo10 
11

Qf<fW vo6T~601~fV) 1n{-1 n~plo1S~ V0~6QI 

(~liad. K 246-247) 

In fragments 16 and 46 the therapeutic function of 

nopp~olq is 'identified' with purification ( KqGap61) ) • 

The word occurs in the Hippocratic corpus and has the 

meaning of purgation of bodily disorders. In the religious 

or liturgical vocabulary the word means 'expiation' from 

emotional disorders. In the Bacchae Dionysus in the pro

logue says that his mystical rites are cathartic. 

Philodemus, it seems to me, uses the term Kq Gap61s: with 

the liturgical or religious meaning as 'expiation' of 

intellectual and emotional disorders in the mind, such as 

irrational desires, fear, love. Subsequently, the Epicurean 

sage is represented as the uniquely righteous therapist, 

since in contrast to the vulgar pedagogues, he possesses 

the knowledge to liberate his disciples from their errors 

(Fr. 44). 

' All the edifying work of napr~ 61 q lies in the notion 

of q>1A1 OI . It is the necessary consequence and presumption 

of friendship. The relation nopp~6;c.-<p1:,\;q in the 
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'Epicurean garden' became the foundation-stone of the 

function of the school. Epicurus characterizes friendship, 

the quintessence of his philosophy. 

Lv 1 ()oq>ia napo6Kc-va5e-Tat 8~ 1~v 1o0 OAOU plou 

~~p10Tl'ITOI noA0 f-A~y16TOll ~oTI\/ ~ 11~ cp1Al
1

0> i::-11°·~

(C. Bailey, Fr. XXVII) 

A real friend, from the point of view of Philodemus, 

is concerned for the correction of his friend: 

d1a/)0Aov Tf:- Y~p oJx ~y~6tT01 

Tov ~m eupouVTQ 70V ~l/lov ruxf1v 

61op9wGE-w.s, 01011 t-'0 ro1o0To.} ~v T1>1 

aAJ\o q>1 ~6~1 ~ov. 
(Fr. 50) 

In the above passage we can trace the Epicurean 

concept of friendship as an w~e~~1q springing primarily 

from self-interest. 

( I ( I • ) I 

Hlurryv a1pn~ apx~v 

T~S ~<.J>E: ;\t-i 0 ~ · 

(C. 	 Bailey, ibid, chapt. IV, 

Fr. XXIII) 

For the Epicureans believed that personal advantage 

is that which determines primarily the conservation of 
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friendship. J. Ferguson argues that the major reason for 

the preservation of the Epicurean doctrine of friendship 

after all the other philosophical creeds on friendship 

had ceased to be effective was due to that special 

association of friendship with advantage. The same scholar, 

also, argues that the Epicurean understanding of friend

ship was the predecessor of the Christian conception of 

friendship; Christian doctrine developed a parallel 

. . . . 54
doctrine on ~I )it a because it was influenced by Epicureanism. 

The amenable and friendly disposition of all the 

members of the 'garden' is verified by the principle of 

equality. There is no discrimination among the members of 

the school arising from property, position or age; every 

one is treated in accord with his disposition and knowledge 

of the Epicurean philosophy; and every sage is treated 

respectfully and enjoys veneration for his wisdom and 

perfection. 
I I C I 

novn-:> yop opo1ws 
Ko 1 cp1 Aou 61 KOIT' as 1oy eKO 

' ' c ' 6Tov k..~! ros a f--taprius 
13 Mnov 61 1<.o I TQ ~ 010 nop

, 
p~61 q.s J [. 

(Col. IIIb, 10-14) 

Consequently, the gradation in the hierarchy of the 

Epicurean educators is sustained by virtue and superiority 

in wisdom and perfection. There are two distinct levels 
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of educators: a) the sage, and b) the philosopher. 
55 

Professor N. Dewitt discerns a third grade, that of 

philologus, suggesting that he is a 'junior' because he 

makes mistakes against which he is warned (Fr. 37). 

Philodemus, however, it seems to me, is, here, referring 

to the vulgar pedagogues who possessed no virtues analogous 

to those of the Epicureans (Col. X). In addition the sage 

was not permitted to make mistakes, since he was the 

living prototype for a . student on the road of perfection. 

Consequently such an idea, as N. Dewitt suggests, con

tradicts the principles of Epicureanism, and cannot be 

valid. Both the sages and philosophers are called 

Ka9~Yt")TQi° or KaG~yt-!--tOVB N. Dewitt, again, argues that 

the word KQ 0~ y~pwv has "more dignity" than the word 

1..;.Qeriy~r~~; 56 for,Metrodon1s and Hermarchus, who had stood 

close to Epicurus in Athens, were called kaG~y~~ov~s 
57. h · 1 d . . t . th t t .in P i o emus treatise De ira. Bu in e presen ~eatise 

Philodemus makes no such a distinction, using either 

1<.oGri y1:-~wv or "'°'eriyrir~s to indicate the Epicurean sage 

as well as the vulgar pedagogues .58 Seneca in his Epistles 59 

explains that the Epicureans used the word Ka9~y~~~v rather 

than llQ 1Sa ywro.s because they considered their philosophy 

as a 'guide to life', and themselves as conductors towards 

the attainment of the Epicurean end ( •1dov ~ ) . 
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The disciples, on the other hand, are classified as 

6vv~ GE1 s and KU 10 61C.t:-u0Iorc-E-vo 1 with respect to their 

advance in the Epicurean philosophy. To the first class 

belong those students who are advanced in understanding 

of the entire Epicurean philosophy, while to the second 

those who are in the course of being prepared to accept 

the most subtle principles of that philosophy. Further, 

there are levels of gradation among the 1:;.c1106i::.~uu So1u.t-vw.> 

which depend upon the disposition which the students show 

disposition. Thus, they classified their students 

towards ; for,the Epicurean sage uses different 

methods of practicing nopf'l6IC,;\ , related to students' 

60 as 

those who were recognized as impressionable, or willful, 

or more in need of constraint (Fr. 7); those who were weak 

and petulant (Fr. 59), or those who were incorrigible, 

or lazy, and never show a great improvement (Col. V). 

Finally, all the members of the Epicurean fraternity are 

called 6u6XoAuSoli1&.> being united in a common attempt to 

attain through n~pf~6iQ the Epicurean end. 
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CHAPTER III 

ON ECONOMY 

Q)IJ\O AH MOY 
n tpt Ka Kl WV KOl T~N 

0VT,l Kl:"lr~V~V ~pt:;IJJV 
1\011 lWV tV ()LS t16l 

" \.l 

Epicureanism frequently has been accused of being 

a philosophy which has little to say about virtue, or about 

what is right or fitting for a man to do. Cicero attacked 

the Epicureans on this point, and, because their philosophy 

afforded no officii praecepta, denied that it was a 

philosophy at all. 1 It is known, of course, that Cicero2 

as a faithful Academic attempted deliberately to ridicule 

and denounce the philosophy of pleasure which preached 

non-involvement in politics. Thus, he appears to forget 

11the Epicurean maxim d1 Ka1o6 vv ris 1<.opno.s f~Y' nos 

QTa pQ 5i Q ; 11 3 a maxim which argues that the practice of 

the most eminent of virtues, i.e J1~0106~v~, ensures 
' .) I 

the attainment of the r-~Y' 6TOV Q yo.9ov, which is pleasure 
) ~I ) I 4 

in the form of cnapa.:>1a of mind and Qnov1a of body. 

However, if we are to accept Cicero's accusation 

that Epicurus did not use the word 'virtue' in his 

57 
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teaching, Philodemus affords us with a corpus of moral 
) 

teachings in which the words opn~ and KQKIQ occupy a 

predominant position. 

--His treatise K.Cl Kl UJV KO I Tu.JV 
) 

aptrUJV describes a group of officia that a philosopher 

has to practise in order to acconunodate his life to the 

Epicurean creeds. 

The text of the treatise has been edited by C. Jensen 

in Leipzig in 1907, under the title Philodemus OtQb
~~~~~~~-'-".-pi,~~~ 

0) ' 
IKOvOM.kO> libellus. The text of this treatise is__...........-...--..,-=-----~~~~~-

preserved in a papyrus discovered at Herculaneum (papyrus 

Herculanensis, 1424,puplished in 1805 in Naples). It 

contains 30 columns and 3 fragments, in varying states of 

preservation. I have followed C. Jensen's text accepting 

the restorations adopted by him. C. Jensen has arranged 

the columns and fragments in the order in which they 

appear in the papyrus' text which has been preserved in a 

very good condition. The text is divided clearly into 

three parts: the first,Col. I - Col. vrr 37 ,refers to the 

Xenophon's treatise On Economy. Philodemus concludes this 

section of his treatise by saying that he will not speak 

of the Xenophon's views on agriculture, which formed 

part of Xenophon's treatise of economy, because it does 

http:IKOvOM.kO
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not fall into the area of interests of a philosopher. 

~I\ AA.a yap 
o1uat:v 1h, J"fi npo6'51a1r1 ~~1v1
T]oi.s =~v[o]~wvros 011<.ovo
t'] I KOi 5 1, TUN ~~t:I~~ Y(-WFY' 
~1"J : ~r~~ . n~p,' t:-xovr~v, , 
!')VJ Qij 1di ClS ~t-tnr:-1p1 QS OvK 
bn6 q>1.)AoGfolq>laS' .{'11~6Su1 

1

6up.pal-
ve]t" n~CoJ6~TI d> oor 

1 civuy[KJola y1
v~]G1<[eJs8u}, , T°,is _q>1;\o~ocpo1~ , 
llt-<pvuv] our 01Kf-1ci ra Kar ou
11~ "<: f yoiJ 6UVHA t-15901 S1) Q0
i WV 

(Col. VII 26-37) 

The first part of the treatise is the most badly 

preserved. It begins abruptly from the middle of a 

sentence which refers to the technical terms To Koor~ru:.ov 

and 10 Xf~6T11<.~11 which were used by Xenophon to define 

two rudimentary functions of household management. Pro

bably Philodemus had written more about Xenophon's technical 

" '\ ' terms of economy because the sentence begins with ~Tl dE-···, 

I
which means that another sentence with ~tV preceded. 

We do not know how extensive was the missing part of the 

treatise but if we are to judge from the part Philodemus 

dedicates to the treatment of Theophrastus' economy which 

is five columns long, the present part of the treatise 

should not be much longer. Therefore, it is probable 

that the longer part of this section of the treatise has 

been preserved and we have missed only the introduction, 

http:Koor~ru:.ov
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or a little more besides the introduction which pre

sumbly contained a discussion of the basic elements that 

define the function of Xenophon's economy. The preserved 

part of this section, however, presents many problems 

because the fragments are not arranged in a coherent order, 

and there are gaps in the sequence of ideas, words are 

missing, sentences are missing altogether, or in some 

passages only isolated words are preserved. We are helped, 

however, in the reconstruction of the ideas expressed, by 

Xenophon's treatise On Economy, since many words, or 

sentences, or passages that appear in Philodemus' text 

are quotations of Xenophon's treatise. The main difficulty 

of the section lies in understanding those fragmentary 

passages which present Philodemus' arguments against 

Xenophon's views. 

The second section of Philodemus treatise deals with 

Theophrastus' views on economy. It consists of seven 

columns (VII 37 - XII ) well preserved, with few gaps in3

them, and arranged in a coherent order. Philodemus in the 

introductory sentence of this section gives the name of 

Theophrastus as the author of the ideas Philodemus expresses, 

though c. Armstrong who edited Aristotles' treatise on 

econoiny argues that the actual author is not Theophrastus 

but Aristotle. 5 
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Finally in the last section of the treatise Philodemus 

expresses the Epicurean views on economy. It is the 

longest section of the treatise; it consists of sixteen 

columns xrr 3 - XXVIII, well preserved with the fragments 

being arranged in a clear ·order so that the sequence of 

ideas is clearly discernible .. The treatise ends with a 

reference to special topics related to economy such as 

wealth, poverty, luxury and a humble way of life about 

which Philodemus claims to deliver lectures (Col. XXVIII, 

1-10). We cannot, of course, tell with certainty whether 

the treatise ended here or it continued further; but, 

generally, this part presents an almost complete picture 

of the Epicurean outlook; thus, the part which is pro

bably missing is not so essential for the illumination 

of the ideas Philodemus expresses in the remaining part. 

In the third section of the present treatise I have 

concentrated my attention upon presenting in the foreground 

the Epicurean views on economy, while in the background 

I make some references to the views of Xenophon and 

Theophrastus so far as it helps to clarify some ideas of 

Philodemus. The central point of my study turns upon the 

meaning of XPt'\ f\llQ - n 1\ou To~ , in relation to the Epicurean 

sage's management. I have been generous in quotations, 

because it seems to me that to confront the prospective 

reader with particular texts and analyses of them is 
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probably the best way of furnishing him with the clues 

he will need. 

The third part of Philodemus treatise opens with a 

statement which proposes the form of economy Philodemus 

is going to discuss, establishing the line of demarcation 

between his own treatment of that subject and that of 

Xenophon and Theophrastus: 

Reading this passage we are confronted with three 

striking ideas: first, Philodemus is going to speak not 

about the household management ( oJx ~i. tv 0
1

.'Kw KaAws 
I 

)I 

t:6TIV ~1ovv ) ; second, he professes to speak about XP~fQT~ 

the acquisition of them and the preservation of them; 

and, third, Philodemus introduces the peculiar idea that 

he will speak about the way which an Epicurean sage uses 

to acquire necessary goods ( cp1:\060 If"!' Sc-ou6ri~ K11ge-v.1)), 
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) and not about the way which 

common people use to acquire goods. 

We shall start the analysis of the above ideas 

beginning with the third idea presented. Philodemus 

furnishes us with the clue that he is interested in dis

cussing a philosopher's possessions. Thus, immediately, 

his treatise takes an elitist form; for it refers not to 

everybody but only to those trained in the Epicurean 

philosophy and living in accord with its creeds. We can 

inquire about the sources of that idea in the fact that 

the Epicureans confined their teaching only to the people 

6who attended their school, avoiding making public speeches, 

and even more they confined their advanced and specialized 

teaching to those who were to become Epicurean philosophers; 

(.!n the Letter to Herodotus, 7 Epicurus clarif-ies the 

role of a small epitome of his physics by stating that 

it mainly is addressed to those who are not willing to 

undertake a thorough study of all his treatises on that 

subject, but simply to take a sort of education). Further, 

the books of Epicureans were addressed to the narrow circle 

of the students of the school, and to intimates (for 

example, the letters of Epicurus are addressed to particular 

persons, friends of Epicurus, and discuss special subjects; 

yet,Philodemus addresses his treatise On Frankness to his 
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-
students (in Fr. 18 he says w 

) 

na1 ), or his book on 

Rhetoric, to a certain Gaius, and his book on The good 

king according to Homer, to his friend Piso). Thus, it is 

reasonable, as I think, that the subjects which Philq,demus 

discusses fall into the areas which were of interest to 

his students and friends, and that they were i ntented to furnish 

them with advice that would be useful to them in their 

attempt to organize their life in accord with the Epicurean 

doctrines. 

The first idea Philodemus introduces in the quoted 

8 passage is a negative statement; he will not discuss how 

;J o I I 

a man owing a household ( O•KoS ) should administer his 

life ( ovx w~ Ev 0:1 1\~ KO AUJ~ )~ 6nv 13wuv ) • This 

statement introduces us to an aspect of economy which 

takes the form of household management, in contrast to 
I 

economy which concerns the management of ( XP~~Qia 

which Philodemus is going to deal with. 9 The important 

word in the above statement is the term 0.Ko~ which is 

actually a technical term used by Xenophon and Theophrastus 

to indicate a large estate. According to Xenophon, olKo~ 

includes everything that a man possesses. In the dialogue 

between Socrates and Cri toboulus, in Xenophon's treatise 

on Economy, oI~os is defined as follows: 
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-

ll.) ) ~ho\ s~ I ~~ l: d~K~T ~ P.~" ;~~QI) 

o,1l'.1q 1 i _11.a1,, ooa 11_s ES~ Ir)~ 01K1as 
nQ'/TQ TOV 011\0IJ TOIJTQ t:OTll/ j 

(k.) 	»Et"-0;_
1 

yo?v_, '~,q>~ ~ ,~p1r~~OOAOS 1 ~0Ke-i 1 ~CA: e: p~d-
tv Tn _ourn noAt-1 (:'In rw Kt:KT11µ,£:-vw na111a iou 
'' ~I l " q .\, ' · 11 ' , 

011wv t'IVQI 060 TIS ~ti'Tr)TQI. 

(Oeconomicus, I, 5) 

The role of management, therefore, according to Xenophon, 

is summed up in the good management of one's estate and 

possessions: 

(K.) do K ~' youv 1 

1t~~ _o Kpn~~ovAo>) oi
Kov6~ov oya6~v c

1
11/Cll (:U OlK£-lll 

rov tQvrou oiKoV 

(Ibid., I, 2) 

I surmise that the initial statement of Philodemus 

) " ) >• - )' 
ovx 1..1H ~" 011<'f KC11lws t6T1v' f310\iv ) is related to 

Xenophon's and Theophrastus' views, because Philodemus 

in the lines 12-15 of the above quotation (p.6t) uses the 
I 	 Ct I I I., I 

words TOv.:. tTtpa IOI~ 0'10f'A06111 vnOiCITTt-1\/ 

I 

npoo1 pour..uvous-. Those who had discussed economy from a 

different point of view were Xenophon and Theophrastus 

whose ideas Philodemus sets out in the first and second 

section of his own treatise. 

Philodemus denounces those philosophers' form of 

economy contrasting with it his own understanding of 

http:o,1l'.1q
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I 10 
economy and XP1 t-'-a T~ The key word in Philodemus' 


economic system is the term The word 


etymologically derives from the verb 


which means "to make use", "to need" and, therefore, 


;(f~ t""a had originally the meaning of "thing needed," as 

- I

it has been preserved in the formulas naFXP~F or naF 
11 or it has the meaning of a thing that 

one needs or uses; Liddell-Scott introduce as example 

Xenophon's use of the word in Oeconomicus I, 9 sq. where 

it is used in plural. 

o~l\O?V Ka,I !a n~~QTQ ~6QVTUJS ei· 11~I 

d10 r~ f..t~ , en 16T~68 a1 nF13~ro1s XPi68a1 ,, ..1 1J~tuono 1 ou6e- ra npapara Xf~fara 1o61~ c-111 Q\I) 

Oeconomicus Il9 

With the discovery of money as a means of buying or selling 

goods the word changes meaning and in Aristotle's Nicomachean 

12Ethics, it is defined as 	goods or property: 

Xf1~aroe d~ ,Hyof"'"~" novra 	06UN ~ ;5; a '/Ot-t~oran tAfTfflTQI. 

(Nie. Ethics, IV, i) 

In the Epicurean vocabulary, however, the word seems to 

maintain its original meaning, as things that someone 

needs. Epicurus, in a maxim, says 
) 

E/\1:-u~t-pc» p1'os- ov Jvvc::no1 "'1~605901 J.P0~Qra 
not17\~ . · · 

(C. 	 Bailey ibid, chapter V, 
maxim LXVI~ 

Jean Bollack commenting on this statement suggests that, 
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according to Epicurus, a man who lives a liberal life 
13 

possesses only those things which are necessary to him. 

Philodemus, it seems to me, uses the term in this fashion 

of something necessary for the life. For,in Col. XVII in 

which he discusses the characteristics of a q> l AO xp1 f'J-OTOS 

man,he states: 

(11. 14-19) 

As it seems from the above quotation, Philodemus distin

guishes that which is necessary for the life of an 

Epicurean sage from the nAE-l 0\/Q which bring more con
) I 

veniences (oyqea) in the life of a man. What is 

necessary, then, as I think Philodemus suggests, satisfies 

the needs of the Epicurean sage. And, Philodemus, continu

ing his argument in the same column, explains what he 

means by xp~lq , with his reference to food, and particularly 

to frugal food such as grain and meat. 
)

[ ~s] d

nfll/ I o~ KO~w::. <.~v> ~mHAW~L· 
L 

OIOV 6pwt-tfv i<al [nfpJ1' T'r' 

IOv 6':rov i<.~Tt'fYCA6iQv ~' T~I/ 
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,, , . 
OfWV 6 ~e.LvJo61Q v na.s 

• 
T1S lKO'l'OS a[CJ}rUJ1. 10 TOlr~p 

QVTQ ilOtf:lV ~~Xfl T~S [6Jp
Xft-lQ[s] 

(Col. XVII, 11.19-26) 

The Epicurean sage furnishes himself with only those 

good s wh . are necessary f or im. 14 I surmise, t hich h' . eref ore, 

that the term XP~ t-"a TQ is connected with XpE:-1 
I 

0 , 

and takes the meaning of what is necessary for the life, 

- ) 
or rather of what is sufficient for the life ( Tr}S QpKov~ 

6~~ )'f E:-1 
I 

Q S) . In the question which I left unanswered above, 

then, what the function of the Epicurean economy in relation 

' 
to Xf1~01a is, I would suggest that it is concerned with 

the acquisition of necessary goods and the preservation of 

them. This form of economy is considered a -r~xv 1 

I I 

Ka1 TIS OIKO

Vo~[:,P r~XVYJ, Ka: T[; s ov ~ 5 

T[~Xv'1] ) Juva~~vn s~ [~oeQ 
ne[p ~n]~ no AA [w]v 0~1w KQ; v-
no [roO] 6ocpo[J yJ:v~60a1, KCH J,( '18 
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~ii _6 ~u~cpt-p?lJG~] Ka;, Au61HA~Ls 1 
t'\ TOILQVT~J npo> Qk.p()11 tul:T~-
play, h.fl11ri St'. o;\vone:~~.s 3 
KQ1 Ta>iai'nwpo)>·'• 

(Coll.XXI 44- XXII 4) 

Philodemus, convincingly, defends his view by 
I P I 

associating his economy with the TO <rvp.q> ~pov and ro 

Au 5 1n A~ s . Both the words in the Epicurean vocabulary 

~ 


have specific' meanings. In the chapter I ntp; nopp76lQS 
(p. 	2l s9,.) we have already read that the Epicureans regarded 

T~Xv1 as a function that offers a kind of help to men 
>I T°

by filling the gap an EVO t-1q of nature has created in a 

man's self, or in the external physical reality. This 

)I 

t: vo 
\ 

t--1a is the source of pain; ~Jov1 is the cessation of 
15 	 16I 

pain; and ~Sov~ is the end of living. The T~Xv~ as a 
>I \' 

means that supplies the natural tVO~lq , provides men with 

~dov~ which is the ultimate goal of the Epicurean philo-
J I 	 I ""'\_ f 

sophy. At this point TO 6U~<pt-pov and 10 /\V61TE11t-S 
17 

achieved by TfXV~ fulfil their proper role. The function 

of the art of management, according to Philodemus, lies in 

the serenity and peace which it brings to the life of man: 

(I > 

o ~[~ y !:~] ~f :1~ nap~xt:1 p;o11 
t-i'p1 [y(i1\.o.> Uf: Ka; ~clA16r' ~ 
9opu~C~J? c~a: ~tt~ 1~h ~Au 3& 
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I 

xl6T~[sJ q>pq[v1IJos 1da: npa
ypo n·UJ~s Lo1aJ vu c6J f'-'-£-vov· 

l Col. XII, 

11. 34-38) 

18 
For, as Philodemus says, faithful to Epicurus' doctrines, 

that way of life is excellent 

J,L ~ n:,h[i orJri 6uv[11Qp£.- 'i' 

nt-61 ~6vxiJo Koi t:-rp~v~ 11:.oll~.1a- l 

X'~T1 naptvo,xAo06a q>pov
11s· 

(Col. XII 46 

Col. XIII 3) 

quoting the words of Metrodorus. 

We should note that in the above quoted passage 

(Col. XII, 34-38), there is a word which deserves a brief 

discussion. Philodemus says that, that form of economy is 

useful which does not provide a tu HA 1 life. This word 

serves as a rebuke to Cynics who are mentioned by name in 
19 

Col. XII 30-33. Philodemus quoting the words of Metrodorus 

says that the way of living they preached to men is foolish 

" and very easy ( O[Tl nc;> 7\]u Kovq>oTQ T~v KQ 1 

f,0 [~J"~[n1J~ 0~ Kuvi~01' &iQyw- (Col. xrI, 11.30-32). The 
y~v L~Lp~vJ1a1 ) 

Cynics taught that a man should live his life with pain 

and exercise in a level of extreme 

. ) 20ff . su iciency ; Diogenes Laertius reports that Diogenes 
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the Cynic preached to his adherents the following: 

1tv 0~
1

Kl¥ 1 ~JiJaGKt &1aKovt-l6Ga1 )1r~ 
Tf'l'D XPUJf'A~"~\ l\Q1' ~J~p nivo~THI l:11 xplf' I 

Koupla.~ H KOi, a,KuA4W~•6TOl.H ~pya.Sc-10 )(~I 
ux1 TWVQS KOii 011\JllOdYJTOUi KOii 61W0'1-;iovs 

1<01 1<oe' ouroo-> j3Atnovra> 'ti/ 1QI~ 
c)Jqj 5. 

(D.L. VI 31) 

Epicurus disliked Cynic extravagances and called them "the 
·21 

enemies of Greece "· , for their life, as it appears from 

the quoted passage (D.L. VI, 31) precludes decent behaviour, 

and lowers them to the level of beasts. In contrast, the 

Epicurean life, being peaceful and serene, demands the 

undertaking of some toils to maintain its framework of 

decency. For, as Philodemus states a man cannot reach the 

Epicurean end, unless he suffers some pains for the pre

servation of pleasures: 
) , Cl ' 

0\J P.~\I OUTW r~ q>Q1 Vt-101 
rov10 yive-6601 ,b _r~Aos, av 

l I ( < 
no 11ra cpvy~J~.w > ~v unop

1 

X[ oy J n~JV KQv ~pa Yt;o ro .no
H 6x W ~ f-"'fV KQV aywv1q 6ctt 

r-t-v. ~ o;\;\d_ yup, TWll npo.rfQ 
rwv £:-vno1 t-1 f·H·v 11vQ.s 1'16no s 
v0Qpxo11ro, nAt-1'w J> OYi)c-1 

I 1 /\f'A1 nQpo11rq. 

(Col. XII 3-11) 

The end of life (T~Ao~ ) is the desire of a man to 

face with tranquillity whatever may befall. It can be 
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seen in the satisfaction of the necessary desires which 

comes after a reasoned choice of which desire should be 

2satisfied and which should be avoidea? It is ultimately 

a matte~ of calculation; the sage must balance pleasures 

and pains against one another, and choose the course 

which in the end brings the maximum of pleasure and the 

minimum of pain. For as Philodemus says the Epicurean sage 

is able to adjust his life according to what is useful 

for him and what not, in order to attain the ultimate end: 

T010\iro [ yJ Q[p] J"rj_AlP1v . 
W~ [o 6)nou[J] Ql0$ I 0~0(~ nJO~~Q 
TlAh 6vp.q>UJpqvn KQ(( a] 6Vf.«-

~Ofif ~[ ·~pJ 1' sUJV -,[~A~ 6 0Q1] )UOA 
Ao[vJ E-i: ~ p[wJv tH· [F, 

(Col. XIII 19-23) 

Philodemus uses as an example to defend his case, the care 

a sage takes for the preservation of bodily health, and the 

attempts he makes to maintain good relationships with 

his friends (Col. XIII, 11-19). 

In Col. XIV, 5'- 9 Philodemus discusses the case of 

management of wealth. He states that richness is not 

itself a source of troubles for a man, but it is rather 

the vain desires of a wealthy man that launch him into 

troubles: 
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·oo <1>a111t
s> o n Aouio} ~ni <J>~f<=-111 o

du6Xt-pt-1' cu nop' a0
' I napQ Tl'} [11] TLOV /\pw

' KQKIQV. 

(Col. XIV, 5-9) 

We should note that the Epicureans were not hostile 

to the idea of wealth, but Epicurus declared that an 

Epicurean sage is able to live with few goods when he 

23
lacks many. They were hostile, howeve~, to the management 

of wealth, as it is presented in the treatises of Xenophon 

and Theophrastus, to which Philodemus refers in the first 

and second section of his treatise. For the above quota

tion, it seems to me, alludes to those forms of management, 

when Philodemus says: noipC1 T~" T IAJI/ Xpw('-'-fvwv l(C4 ad av. 

We shall discuss briefly the views of the above 

authors in order to understand better this view (Col. XIV,11. 

5-9) of Philodemus. Xenophon located the function of 
24 

household management in the increase of one's property. 

He preached, first, that a man should take care of the 

servants he uses. Some servants continually try to run 

away from their employer, while others are willing to work 

25and to stay at their posts. Second, he should take care 

of the distribution of his money;. some people spend money 
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27 

not only for necessary purposes·, but also for what brings 

harm to the owner and to the estate~ 6 Third, he should, 

also, be concerned with the age of workers and animals; 

some ages are considered profitable, while others are not. 

Fourth, he should be careful, further, in the choice of 

bailiffs, and laws which govern the administration of a 

28
household. Finally, an important thing for the increase 

of property is the state of the relationship between 

husband and wife; the cooperation between them c~tributes 

29 
to the increase of property. 

Philodemus ridicules these theories as springing 

from a sleepy mind: 

because that way of management is pregnant with toils and 

cruel cares: 

yaf 
( I

no)u~ I 

0 novos 
I'16 nE-p1 

I 

TOJTO KQI f--t (: TQ 
I 

CJ>po11~ ~ 
I .TldO> &11:~iipas yirvoj'.A-E-Vo> 

(Col. XIX, 12-14) 

Theophrastus' understanding of the administration of 

a household, on the other hand, can be summed up as 

consisting of four function: a) jO 
I 

K.1'1111<..0V (acquiring) , 
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I , I ' 
b) 10 ~u/iaKlll'.01/ {preserving), c) 10 l<06t"~T11<.ov 

, ) I I { , ) 30 
( arranging , and d) TO XP'16TIKOV using . Philodemus 

denounces all these functions by suggesting, as it seems 

to me, that a sage is not concerned for the 0'1ara1<11~bv 

or no pqora11 \(.OV , or any function of such an economic 

31 
system. Those forms of economy {Xenophon's and 

J 

Theophrastus'), Philodemus refers to in the words ov 
I 32 

T~Xv1 , because they do not match the Epicurean doctrine 

of rexv~ ' since, instead of providing pleasure,they increase 

the troubles: 

(Col. XXII, 3-4) 

Having proved the inconsistency of Xenophon's and 

Theophrastus' administrative theories with the terms 

Philodemus, next, attempts to 

show what the function of op91 u~ KOl/Ofi Q should be. 

According to him, the function of economy finds its ful
) I 

f ilment in the principle of auTo f.K.c-1 a (self-sufficiency) : 

iiwL yop P~ 
~vCntJI~~'?!. 1[~1.J, n~p~noA~uff-
v[w..1 .t-4"101: 

1
&1a .T~v ~,"'parov, 

6Ln_o;tJS1v ·nep1, To ~)t-ov Kai , 
rolv~ary]ov >vq> 

7 

C\y(T]ou 3~-rp•-
01~ 1i 61] v e:C y1<J t-1 oScu) rovn.v[i._ 

y'J 9rpJ ~ ~s. o; KOLvo] p.t-i 0601 vo
~l. .5 w rov nAo~ T c;>v 

(Col. XIV, 23-30) 

http:l<06t"~T11<.ov
http:u/iaKlll'.01
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The word ( 5Y11pio1S) which is not cited by L. S. J. 

is perhaps a corruption. Nevertheless the general sense 

of the passage seems clear: a man should not worry about 

losing his wealth, or about acquiring more or less wealth. 

The implication is that he should be satisfied with what 

he has at hand. This ability, i.e. to be satisfied with 

what he has at hand, in the Epicurean vocabulary is called 

self-sufficiency. Epicurus made this idea clear when 

writing to Idomeneus he said: 

:>£-Sri AW6ctytf:V 
t:VTt:A~6~ Kai 
c, 
onws GQppwrev 

J ) l > (f -

TYJV (lVIQpKt-10 v oux onws TOl~ 

~ t r.01s •;Q~1t.Us xpwr€ ea , ~ x~r 
nfoS QUTQ. 

(C. Bailey, ibid, chapt. V, 

flpos IJorc-tv~o , sent. 29, p. 126) 

Self-sufficiency is the quintessence of the Epicurean way 

of life. It means independence from desires in general, 

and in the particular case, from desires concerning wealth. 

Epicurus again stated: 

~:
ffl 

j3oo)c-1 OAOJ61ov nlJeOK~~a 
~pt']p-QTwV npc6Ti6E:1, TlJS s~ 

no1rj6a1 
~n191.1f'k~S 

aq>o1ft1. 
(C. Bailey, ibid, sent. 28, p. 126) 

This leads the sage to be content with simple pleas

ures which involves no reaction. Indeed, since pleasure is 

but the removal of pain, simple food and drink can give a 

complete pleasure. 
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Philodemus seems to argue this idea in his statement: 
~I 

ou-
H CyJop a6xaAOL 6wq>pwv &- '-j$ 

v~p KQi npo-> ~6 p~~;\[011 e-0j[caJp- l 
p~~ T1L , TQ nH~~L r.a~ nw1 X,pa1. 

S1J.01Tt'Jl 10 cpv61Kov t-rSw~ K.a1 O
1 

no TOUTY).) J101KWfl:-VOV) •.• 

(Co 1 • XV 4 5 - Col • XVI 4 ) 

Philodemus argues that the Epicurean sage, having a 

clear understanding of what human nature demands is able 

to be content with the little. Given these considerations 

Philodemus argues that the Epicurean sage is the only good 

manager (Col. XVI, 21-25); while a man who has wealth as 
I 

his goal is 6U6Wf GUT~S (Col. XVI, 42). Immediately, 

however, Philodemus explains that by the term i<..Q Aos 
) I 

01 Kovof-lo s , he does not mean that the sage is a good 
I ) I 

r~xv1 r1s , or E;pr-'IT~s since both of these characteristics 

of a man, presuppose 
) 

cfflt-1p1
I o (experience in work) and 

Suvqp.1s (Col. XVII, 1-13). For, the Epicurean sage is 

not involved in any sort of work but he lives in po61wvri 

and pleasure with the company of his friends, and fruitful 

philosophical discussions (Col. XXIII, 11-22). 

In Col. XII Philodemus takes up the treatment of the 

I 

ways of acquiring goods (nop16~~), by refuting, first, the 

methods of gaining profit Xenophon and Theophrastus 

suggested, and by ·setting out the Epicurean method. 

http:Suvqp.1s
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The increase of wealth by means of war ( dop: KT~1ov 
is regarded as an immoral method, characteristic of the 

" dOSOKOl(OI II men. 

'"H~.U:[is] d~ Ln ~ywrrv or.o:\ov
0ouvrc-} croJ µ~v 0Ci15"6J0a1 

I lt I ) I 

nop16('-lOv u Cp11>rqJ v t-1VQ1 TO>J 
r UI 

oop1~r11ov K.oCi ~J_p?61~ 1 011
uv f:no~6a10 fC.f:JX).1cH _t) I1
HA1wT1S' K.oli !"-on~> o 0E-T
1a/\os Kcd Kif-.lw11 1<.o•' 11./11<-1'~s 

tJI 1 ASnv_Qio1, J0So1<.onwv 6116ou'.>
' ) ' t 'l .. .~\nwv t-1 VCll 11;.CHCl 60'}>1 011' Oi:Jt,1(:

1 c '• JHpaII J wS KCI \I [.a] ~ TOI t-'lOf T\J

f~ 5E-t f:-V, ot 13io1 lWv ;o 101a0ra 
ypa <po111 wv· 

(Col. XXII, 17-28) 

Probably in the above passage Philodemus refutes Aristotle 

who considered war to be a means of acquiring property 

S10 K~: no~h-f-l1K.1 q;>u6€-l ~1~11~~ nw> "~6ra1 

(Aristotle, Politics, I, 8). As JoS0Kono1 , Philodemus 

characterizes the politicians and military people. 

OAUH [d}~ cral 
VOVT.)\ Ta[s fnl]"T[~uJs ~I) 
1:-~i TOU5 110[/.]1TlKOU5 d-
v~ ll ecfo0a'd KQl ~ [oU].> llp<.HTI 

l<.vJ.) 
) 

... 
(Col. XXII, 28-32) 

This type of character is illustrated by the examples of 

Gellias the Sicilian, and Scopas the Thessalian, and 

Cimon and Nicias, the Athenians. These people ( ooj0Kono1 
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' c•do not labour for the goods which lead to a~apa~•a (Col. 

XXI I , 3 6 - 4 8) • 

Further the acquiring of money from horsemanship and 

mining is characterized as a ridiculous thing ( yeAOIOTQIOr'), 

and madness (Col. XXIII, 1-7). Probably, 

Philodemus, here, rejects, on the one hand, Xenophon's 

claim that horsemanship is a profitable work: 

~V s~ KO; aq» lnml(~~ 601 ~n1dHKvUW TO~~ 
f-'l~v HS 6nop'1 av TUN ~n111Et-lwv 'tA~Au601os, 
1ws S~ Sia r~v ~nn10v t:..al nOivv t-Unofou~ 
DVTos, Kol ~'/u.a ~yaAAof.tivws ~n( 1~ 
K~pc)f:*t) 

(Xenophon, Oec. III, 8) 

On the other hand, he probably expresses a negative view 

concerning Theophrastus' belief that mining is the 

second most important job after agriculture, which a man 

should do: 

KT~6t-WS d~ npwTI'] Eil11~~At-IO ~ 1:-010 cj>u6111· 
1<-oi~a q>u61v" bf ~t-~fY'~'l irFTff?) K.Q~ 
dtuT~R°'' 06q1 a110 r11s yrijs 1 01 ov 
rE:Tq AAtUlll:-~ KOil e-i' ,,~ 01~ ~ TOIOUTri. 

(Aristotle, Oecon. 2, 25) 

I 

The third kind of nop16J"-los. , which is rejected, is 

agriculture (Col. XXIII, 7-10). Philodemus in Col. VII lin=s 
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25-36 suggests that agriculture is an 'art' springing from 

personal experience and not from philosophy; thus, a 

philosopher should not be concerned with it. Epicurus 

declared that the sage may be fond of the country, 

"cp1~ayp~6~w· (D.L. x, 120), but, Philodemus adds, he 

must not be an owner of land (Col. XXIII, 9-10). The 

to a sage's nature is what

ever he earns from his teaching, as a token of gratitude 

from his students and friends to him: 

11pw1ov S~ 
J<-al KO ~.11 6 rov 0116 l.or.wv 

q>t Ao C66J~wv a11dpa 61v J°E-k'..r1

KOi-> t'-lf"TCf~I0-01u.~vC..~vJ, d,vil-
p.E-TQ ~~rc-po11~1v ~10> t-uX°'P~
GT~ Of]O f-lt"TO 6Ej~Q6f-<OU 

I (. ) t ) r'_ 
novTo.> > u.J:. r:yf:vf:T >c;ni KQ[v-
plJ.h) 

(Col. XXIII, 23-30) 

That this principle was respected by all the Epicureans is 

confirmed by the statement of Epicurus 

XP'1t"QTlC-l6'0Q1 if: (rov 6oq>o11) aAi an~ 
I i ) Irov1.s 60~taSJ onopry6a\/TQ. 

(D.L. X, 121) 

The importance of acquiring goods is summed up in 

the feeling of security the sage experiences upon being 

released from desires and fears associated with his living. 

The following quotation seems to me to imply this emotional 
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state 
l.Lv d' trn r~dc:v

rfo v I:'~~ 1JLpJ060Jo11 ~ai T~f!.-
1 

61v 10VT~S H j(Q I T WV nr,oo
na px 0v C1J WV ~II 1~1. l~ll c

n1Gvr1WV t~OTUAt-1
1 

Ql K.od TU.JV 

~Oj)Wv. 
( (.ol. XXlll > 36-'ll} 

J I ""\ 

Security ( q6~0A~IQ ) was the feeling of freedom from fears 

about the outcome of the future, or about death, or 

divinity, or the feeling of release from desires for more 

wealth, or luxurious banquets, as Philodemus makes explicit 

in fragments XXIII 42 - XXIV ll . N. Dewitt characterizes 
33 

the word security as the "catch word of Epicureanism". 

N. Dewitt suggests that both peace and safety were essential 

conditions for the tranquility of the Epicurean sage. And 

both security and peace result from reasoning. Epicurus 

states that: 

,ov /Of nor.:>' KQl ~wp.01 olJJt:-rpovfr~ o.JS> 
crno/\au6EH nolcfwv .<c.I yu11<41r..wv o0S't~9vwv 
Kol TWv OAAwvJ 06,a (~~p,1:1 noAVTt-A~~ TpancSq) 
Tov 1JJ.., yt:vv~ 131011 1 ci~~b v1~wv ~oy16f-'.O~ 
l\~1' Tcl.r ,air}qs ~s~p'=:VIJWV ~.f uSv nA?i6TO; 
reg fvxq~ l(CfT~ ~q f~civ~1 G6pupo.s.. 

(D.L. X, 132) 

Consequently, Philodemus relates the knowledge of the sage 

with the management of his goods, so that he is able to 

protect himself from the threat of irrational fears or 
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desires (Col. XXIV, 7-10). The sage may participate in 

luxurious banquets without being affected by luxury either 

in desiring it, or disliking it. 

ouW~v l~P ~1<.Xtiv 
KQ[/ o]vcHp~nf-11/ t-;'ce I6T] QI ACAj-l~ 
npcnarQ[S ~al nA]ou6{wrarcu 
01 id a~ J,J.) noAur ~ .:t 1 cat' H· J 51 - q 5 

KO[~ yuv] Cl [1 K] I 6 f'AO; l. 

rouro1s 6f'lo10CrJpona 1 
( ve<b is mi.1.s.i111~) 

(Col. XXIII 42 - Col. XXIV 2) 

It is probable that, here, Philodemus implies, in contrast 

to the moderation with which the Epicureans dealt with 

luxury, the extravagant response of Cynics to displays of 

luxury, when he says that the Epicureans are not accustomed 

to turning upside-down luxurious homes or banquets. I 

arrive at this conclusion, because Diogenes Laertius relates 

a story about Diogenes', the Cynic, eccentric behaviour to 

the hosts of a wealthy house to which he was invited: 

"someone took Diogenes the Cynic into a magnificent house 

and warned him not to expectorate, whereupon having 

cleared his throat, Diogenes discharged the phlegm into 

the man's face, being unable, he said, to find a meaner 

34
receptacle." 

A final point to be noted with respect to Philodemus' 

treatise On Economy is that it is concerned with the disposition 
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of the sage. 

The Epicurean sage should be a q1 Aa11 epwno '>, by 

sharing his goods with his friends (Col. XVIII, 5-7). The 

doctrine of ~1Aov6pwnia in the meaning of love of mankind, 

originated in the Hellenistic age. It appeared in three 

forms: a) a readiness to meet and greet people personally, 

b) charity to the needy, and c) generous hospitality, 

arising apparently from an enjoyment alike of good food 

. 1 . 35 and socia intercourse. The Epicurean philanthropy 

has the form of generous hospitality and charity to the 

needy as well as of social intercourse. 

) I I 
O 60 q>~s E-1.l Ta avay1e.oi1ct 

f-tc"i/\/\ov }E:nl 6Ta To1 r'"(:-T() d16° OVQ I 
11 

'7 
f~ia Ao 1-'-I'° vf1v · 

( C.Bailey ibid , chapter V,
f rg, _xuv )_ · 

The Epicurean ~1Aov8pwnos has a similarity to the 

} 9 ' Aristotelian liberal man ( ~A~u ~pto> ) , who is described 

as the one who is more concerned with giving to the right 

h 36. .recipients. . t h an with getting wea1 t . 

In contrast to the Epicurean ~l)iq v9pwno) stand the 

common people who dislike 'f I Aq I/ er'·lHll q in the form of 
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giving wealth to other people, because they consider it a 

waste of money (Col. XVIII, 34-37). 

A second virtue which characterizes the sage is jus

tice; for as Epicurus says 
'

0 
\) 

OIKQIO.> 
1 I 

a1apo1<.TOTOiO~ ' ) 0 d>Q1d1 KO) 

nAt-l6n1s rop~1s Y~f-twv. 

(D.L. X, 144, Fr. XVII) 

Philodemus states that the just man may gain more wealth 

than the unjust one (Col. XXIV 11-19). Along with justice, 

friendship is considered another element that should adorn 

a sage's character. To be friendly towards other people, 

Philodemus states, secures the wealth and well-being of 

the sage (Col. XXIV, 19-29). We can trace in that sugges

tion of Philodemus a note of .'calculation' , which is made 

explicit in Epicurus maxim: 

l<<l; T~V q>• Ai av diQ TO~ xpt-i Q s ( y; Vf:6 801). 

(D.L. X, 120) 

In contrast, an ~<p1'7\av8pwnos. and av~t·AE·po S 37 dis

position makes men helpless, isolated, and even scatter 

their properties (Col. XXIV, 29-33). 

The Epicurean sage, further, must show concern for 

the preservation of wealth, not only for the present, but 

for the future too; because the wealth existing in the 
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present makes people look at the future with hope; thus , 

the future, when it becomes the present~maintains the 

pleasure a sage was feeling in the past: 

AE-i 
d~ TO\/ p.E: A~ov TQ Kai 6uva JE-lv 

11 
11, k.a! i-a ~uv~xa~" -~~Aos~iv 
~~ TO nap~11 ~ no1t-1v

1 
",~r ·E 

nixap~wi ou t-t~vov _oano- , 
vrys a~ ~o 

1 

KQ 1 1ou nF,<J>avfv
TO) i<fpSous QpOC46111<6v 
yivOf-tE-VOI/ I npdvoc-lv s~ Kai 

roo t-.t~ ,novro> · Kctl yar, vw 
t-l>~i\n10C.H no1E-I Ka.1'napov 

Y1v6µ.wov t:-U'j>pCalJvt-1 · 
I (Col. XXV, 4-14) 

Epicurus defended the same view in his Letter to 

Menoeceus in which he says: 

1<C4l 1016t-wS npo11o~i68a1 Kotl TOU 

ptUovroL (D.L. X, 1'2.0 ) 

We should note , further, that Philodemus in the above 

quotation (Col. XXV, 4-14) and particularly in lines 7-8 

refutes the maxim of Epicharmus, the Sicilian poet, who, 

defending the Pythagorean views, declared that a man should 

38 care only for the present. 

We shall close the present chapter by discussing the 

last of the ideas which Philodemus uses to advise the 

Epicurean adherents and sages, the idea of moderation. 
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In Col. XXVI, 15-18 of the present treatise we read: 

} ' 
TO 

I 

nAt-ova Sov Q1oxp<>v 
) I ) J I } Cl I 

~6nv, a )i~ tcp o6ov 1' p~ 61 t-'o" 

~~6X~t4ov, al6xpo11 o~ na
A1v ro fw\W'/JUJ ·~v 

Philodemus calls the sage to the practice of moderation. 

He, the sage, being an excellent manager should not succumb 

to desire for great wealth which is useless, because it is 

For the Epicureans believed that all the 

pleasures themselves are good, but not all of them should 

be chosen because of the concomitant pain they include. 

On the other hand, extreme ~overty is also rebuked by the 

Epicureans, as we have already seen in the discussion of 

. 39 
t h e Cynics. Philodemus suggests that the balance between 

the two extremes is maintained with the acquisition of what 

is useful. Moderation is an essential element which 

qualifies the Epicurean sage. The satisfaction of the 

necessary wants provides pleasure and serenity, even if 

the sage lives in poverty (Col. XXVII). On the contrary, 

the satisfaction of excessive and vain desires is an 

almost endless task which provokes the vain desire of 

more wealth, and subsequently, of more troubles. Epicurus' 

following maxim defends this idea: 
' 

'H,n~v1ci )tf-4HPWt--t~~t'} 10 l~S q>v6~ws.1~AH
µe:yq s e6Tl ,nAC>IJT'.?.>' nAChJIOS ~~ jUr'} 

of1So~fvo~ ~tyaA~ t6T1 nt:vlq. 

(C. Bailey, ibid, Fr. XXV) 
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FOOTNOTES 

l. 	 Cicero, De officii I, 158. 

2. 	 That Cicero was an Academic is testified by his belief 

in the immortality of soul. In his book De Natura 

Deorum Cicero defends the Platonic theology against other 

philosophies. For an evaluation of Cicero's beliefs see 

Anthony Trollope, The life of Cicero, v. II, chapter vii, 

LondoJ, Chapman and Hall, Limited, 193, Piccadilly, 1880. 

3. 	 C. Bailey, ibid, chapter v, Fr.80. 

4 . 	 D. L. X, 127 sq. 

5. 	 Aristotle, Oeconomica, Loeb Classical Library, transl. 


by C. Armstrong. 


6. 	 supra, p. 17. 

7. 	 D. L. X, 35. 

8. 	 supra, p. 62, 11.1-2. 

9. 	 ibid l. 8. 

10. 	 ibid 11.7-9, p. 62. 

11. 	 L. s. J., see under the word Xpr) 1v.a 

12. 	 The word XPi ("'-a derives from the root XP1 
and the suffix ~- The suffix ~~ indicates that the 
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notion of the noun is the result of the action of the 

verb. Thus, if the root Xf'1 means to need, ~P11"'a is 

something needed. Since a man's needs are mainly food, 

or goods, then, XPit"-q came to refer as an object 

and not as an(abstrucB idea. Aristotle then uses 

the word XP1t'q in that meaning as an object (goods, 

possessions) . 

I
13. 	 See Jean Bollack, La pensee du plaisir, pp.540-542. 

14. 	 See, D.L. X, 149. 

15. 	 D.L. X, 127 sq. 

16. 	 D.L. X, 128, 129. 

17. 	 For an evaluation of the ~6 6U~~tpov of r~xv~ see 

M. Isnardi - Parente Physis et techne dans quelques 
I 

textes epicuriens, A.G.B. 1968, pp.263-271. 

18. 	 D.L. X, 127-128-129. 

19. 	 infra, pp.70-71. 

20. 	 For an evaluation of the Cynic doctrine of self 

sufficiency see J. Ferguson, Moral Values in the Ancient 

World, chapter V: Autarcy . 

21. 	 D.L. X, 8. 

22. 	 D.L. X, 129. 

23. 	 c, Bailey, ibid, chapter V, Fr. 29. 

24. 	 supra, pp. 65 
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Col. IIIb. 

26. 	 ibid, Col. IIIb _ ; Xenophon, Oeconomicus III 5 .40 46 

27. 	 ibid Col. IIl-3; Xenophon, ibid IIIl0-15. 

28. 	 ibid Col. VII _ 26 ; Xenophon, ibid XIII sq., XIV1sq.10	 3 

29. 	 ibid Col. Xenophon,II3-35i 	 ibid IIIl0-15. 

30. 	 ibid Col. Aristotle, Oeconomica A, VI 1344b,22.x28-34; 

31. 	 Phil. ibid Col. XVII - XVIII 7 .41 

32. 	 Phil. ibid Col. XXI45-46° 

33. 	 N. DeWitt, Epicurus and his philosoEhy, Minnesota, 

1954, p.184. 

34. 	 D.L. VI transl. by R.D. Hicks.132 , 

35. 	 D.L. III 98 ; for an evaluation of the meaning of 

Philanthropia in antiquity see J. Ferguson; Moral Values 

in Ancient World, under the chapter Philanthropia. 

36. 	 Aristotle, N.E. II vii 4, IV i. 

37. 	·~Q>i )ov6pwnos is considered that man who lacks the 

qualities of C\>• )id v0pw11os whom we described above p. 83 sq. 

'1-\v'l
I 

~'="po.> is considered a boorish man. For example the 

farmer Knemon in Menander's comedy Dyscolus may be 
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) I 

characterized as 0"'1~1:-pos . 

38~ Plato, Gorgias, 499c. 

39. supra, pp.70-71. 



CHAPTER IV 

ON DEATH 

The precariousness of life was a commonplace in 

ancient thought. Death is an ever-present menace that 

threatens the life of men. Sophocles, for example, in the 

first choral song of his tragedy Antigone presents man as 

having to look in every direction for succour against the 

foe that is ever in the land, death, but from no quarter 

finding help. 

~'ALdQ t4ovov 	 q>&us1v ovK )tnaSt-1a1. 

(Sophocles, Antigone, 1.361) 

Several philosophical and theological or mythological 

theories, which circulated among the Greeks and Romans, aim

ed at releasing people from the fear of death, by preaching 

that death is the passage to immortality. But, soon the 

theories of immortality, connected with notions of retri

bution and punishment in the afterlife, which resulted from 

the misdeeds a man had committed during his earthly life, 

filled the minds of men with fear.fiQG~v 1ov ~ps~vra 

Aeschylus maintains in the Agamemnon, and Greek tragedy 

exemplified the realization of this maxim in the fate of 

Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, Orestes. Man just and unjust is 

equally prone to some kind of flaw, which deserves retri

91 

1 
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bution, imposed on him by his own deeds, or by destiny. 
) 

Aeschylus saw as some kind of divine necessity " rn1:-1 

b1 

avO.y"'o.:; '~Cu A~nQ6vov 112 the power that drives men to 

errors. Pindar identified the source of these errors, and 

the starting point of punishment in the irrational desires 

ambition, avarice, power 	- that conquer the mind of man. 

eHJS, 0 KQl nrt:pofVT1 
QlETOV 

nafq ~ ~1 
1 

j3ETCH 
; )I 9

J1:-.:\q>iva 1 Kai' Vf1cppovwv 	 llv tKap.rt t3porU1vr, ... 
(Pindar, Pythian Odes II, 

11. 50-3) 

Plato in Phaedo 3 preached the separation of soul from every 

kind of bodily indulgence, in order to secure the purity 

that enables it to live an immortal blessed life in the 

abodes of the eternal ideas. 

Epicurus was the first philosopher who attempted to 

convert the fear of death and punishment in the afterworld 

to a motive for living. He first gave scientific proofs, 

pointing out that consciousness which is the basis of every 

feeling ceases at death, and immortality is nothing but a 

false opinion sprung from ignorance: 

~ vvi 81 s (: s~ tv T~ vo1-A-IS~1v ttvr~iv npo;;. :)1-vi~ 
1~\11,:::\ 1 T~V ~QVC4TOV • ~-2.n t/ nQV f.lt~ €.Jov K::li Ka,Kj,- tV 

1 

Qio6~6~1 6H:f fJ61S )E: t6 T IV Q169ry 5et..U~ 0 9qvcn :>5 

Jgf'/ pw-51; ope~ TOlJ t-t~6i:v t:Ivc11 npos ~fl~j 
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lOV eavQTOV an0Aauo10v no1 tl iO T~~ 
lh~Tov, o&K ont1pov 11posn6c;;l 6Q APovov 
TOV T~S ~ eavq 6lQS a<j>t7tOf--Lt"'~ 116001/. 

(Diog. Laertius, Lives, X,124) 

Philodemus, faithful to his master's words, in his 

treatise On Death takes up a scientific and axiomatic 

refutation of popular beliefs associated with death. The 

treatise of Philodemus On Death { 11t--pl 9ava10V) is pre

served in a papyrus discovered at Herculaneum {Papyrus 

Herculanensis, 1050, published in 1804-5 in Naples'). It 

contains 39 columns in varying states of preservation. I 

have followed T. Kuiper's text (it contains 39 columns 

which reproduce exactly the papyrus and was published in 

Amsterdam in 1925) accepting the restorations adopted by 

him and maintaining the capital letters of his text (in any 

fragment I quote) which he uses to denote that word 

division or interpretation of the letters is uncertain. 

The text of the present treatise, as it is, presents many 

problems concerning the interpretation of Philodemus ideas 

because we do not know what parts of Philodemus' treatise 

are lost; if these parts were important for a right under

standing of the treatise, and if Philodemus in the lost 
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parts of his treatise presented any new ideas besides 

those which Epicurus expressed. Yet there are many gaps 

in the sequence of ideas of the preserved fragments 

because whole lines or isolated words are missing. Never

theless, in spite of the imperfections of the text, the 

basic lines of Philodemus' handling of the present topic, 

death, are clearly intelligible. The problem of death is 

substantially reduced to two essential points: first, 

death brings unconsciousness, and, therefore, is painless; 

afterlife, as a new dispensation of rewards and retributions, 

is but an absurd fantasy (Col. I (L.A.Q)O. - Col xx. Fr. 

10. 0). Second, Philodemus claims that there is no worthy 

and worthless death since death is nothing but a dissolution 

of the nucleus of atoms that compose the soul and body 

bringing man to life (Col. XX, Fr.11.0, 1.34 - Col. XXXIX. 

Col. 10.0) .. It is my intention not to discuss the text as 

a whole but, on the basis of selected passages, to discuss 

how Philodemus arrives at the conclusion that death should 

not horrify people, by examining what death is, whether it 

is painful or not, whether death is a passage to immortality 

or not, what immortality actually is, and, finally, why men 

should not be concerned about the way in which they are 

buried. 

In the Col. I, Philodemus explains what death means 

for the Epicurean philosophers. The basic idea of that 
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column seems to be that death means lack of consciousness, 

and, consequently, the disappearance of life. 

I ) I 

T ~V QV Q 16 6~ o I ()V • • • • • [_ T~II t I/ ] 

1w[L] r1:9vQvQ1 f-l~[cftvJ •· ••• l(:-f]_ 

VQI 

( Co 1 • I (1.A. a) 0 • 11. s- 7) 

The key word for the interpretation of this passage is the 
:> that is, .,, 

term QVU\ti9ticd.Cl}N absolute deprivation of any l\100tJ6lS. 

Epicurus, according to Diogenes Laertius, in his Canonics 

remarks "' criterion of perception of thethata100r')6'&~ is a 

physical world, and of· apprehension of the moral world. It 

takes the form of external sensations, eyesight, hearing, 

touching, or taste, by which we form the perceptions of 

physical reality (D.L. ibid, X, 32). As to its application 

in the moral world,Q 
1 

;69t]6LS takes the form of na0os, of 
, 

internal feeling of pleasure (~£°ov~) and pain ca?ty11&wv) 

which is the measure of good and evil (D.L. x, 34). Now,
) e I 

the word QVQI o I') 6'1Q being etymologically produced from the 
)I g

world ~lo ~olS and the privative ~' has the meaning of lack 

of sensation. As such, it results in the cessation of any 

physical and intellectual process that constitute the 

substance of living, and, consequently, in death. A 
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question is raised, however, whether the process of death 

is painful or painless. Certain ancient philosophers held 

the view that 9qvQT0S is a painful procedure. The Academic 

philosopher Panaetius, for example, believed that every

thing which is sensible to pain perishes, establishing, 

thus, a sort of connection between death and pain. Cicero 

sums up Panaetius' argument in the following passage: 

Credamus igitur Panaetio a 
Platone suo dissentienti? Quern 
enim omnibus locis divinum, •.• , 
quern Homerum philosophorum appellat, 
huius hanc unam sententiam de 
immortalitate animorum non probat. 
Vult enim, quod nemo negat, quidquid 
natum sit interire, nasci autem 
animos, quod declaret eorum simili
tudo, qui procreentur, quae etiam 
in ingeniis, non solum in corporibus 
appareat. Alteram autem adfert 
rationem, nihil esse quod doleat 
quin id aegrum esse quoque possit: 
quod autem in morbum cadat, id 
etiam interiturum: dolere autem 
animos, ergo etiam interire. 

(Cicero, Tusc. Disp., I, 79) 

Philodemus takes up the refutation of the opinion 

death is painful, in a badly preserved fragment of his 

treatise. In Col. I 7-13 we read 

1::uo [t-to/\oyrpovJ 

TO T~V t5T~Pt"J5l\/ rL..VvJ ••••. c:i.yst1
9wv f-'-ET> ava1 o0tio[IQ5] ••••. [.J] _ 

11apxov6[~Jv AtVt11ow2 ••••••• 10 
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' ) (\ 

KQ1 0\J TOIOlllTfjV Ol~V E • • • • • 11 
"!~v 11 •• KANOl\t\EIV • ••••••••• 

KC\&:6r~ow 
(Phil. Col.I (I.A.a)O, 11.7-13) 

Buresh4 has suggested the following emendation for the lines 

7-11 of the above passage: 

t: vor0Ii6y1 1ov ~ r~ '~ 6 r l ) 
I J I ) 

To '1v onp161v T(wv 100 "S~v uyrJ,)-

Gwv ~ET) )QVQt6G~6l (Q5 H~t:OI.> u) 
no PAVV6CN ( &vfu novou yi Vt-66ai) iO 

I ) I Cj 

l\Q1 ou H>H:1ur1v 01 av E••••• H 

(Col. I (I.A.a)O, 11.7-11) 

The emended passage pleading the proposition that 

the deprivation of life which takes place with a total lack 

of perception occurs without pain, appears to be juxtaposed 
I ) 

to the sentence beginning with ~a1 OV ... (1.11) which 

vindicates the contrary opinion. Death is painful. The 

origin of such a belief, as Philodemus reports (Col. VIII, 

Fr. I.O), may be traced in the idea that the process of the 

separation of the soul from the body provokes disturbances; 

L[o,J~?1 J-
l\(lTOi TOV !torov noJ'A> 1-Hr)] 
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:>I ) \I I 

~WV QA yrp O\IWV ~ Cn111 
I 

v'E6'8Q1 Ttl~ 
] 

1 t ~ t:"UTq :> a.f1()Vv'T uJ[\I a] J&v [QT ()'1 f-l lfel iJ 3 
) 

1~v' avvn~p~.:liirov A[u]E-6~CU ov(~q>u"l"J_ 

av f~ 1'-4-fl> ox A7 6e:-UJ[>] Jvunt-pp L\~rou] 5 

(Col.VIII Fr.1.0, 11.1-5) 

That the soul and body were considered as being in 

close correspondence is indicated by the word 6vp.~ V LQ 

Epicurus, in his 'psychology• 5 held the thesis that the 

soul being composed by very fine atoms like those of air 

and heat, was a material body whose atoms were kept together 

by being enclosed in the more solid atoms of the body. The 

soul so protected had the capacity of producing·the 

accident of sensation, by the motion of its own component 

atoms, and further, to communicate this sensation to the 

body. Philodemus, on the other hand, .omitting the 

scientific explanation of the connection between soul and 

body, gives a moral explanation, by finding in the notion 

of 6Vfnq 6,10 the display of the emotional connection 

between body and soul 
I [ If 11 

I 

oO f--LEV yf: T~v ?UfAnO G1av npo .; TO J 

6 ,u (A.•A TT; 'rvx1->) .. . 
(Philod. On Death, Col.VIII 

Fr . 1. 0 , 11. 6- 7) 

' 9 IThe word 6Jp-na 1av(i.e. ,ovp-nai3""1.:tv ) produced from the verb 
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bU~n~~Xw' "to feel along with", denotes the reciprocal 

feeling of pleasure or pain perceived by both, the soul and 

the body. Jean Bollack6 in his book on Epicurus' Letter 

to Herodotus I defines the word ovt..t-na e~1 a as the "lien d > 

affinit~ qui unit le sujet et 1 1 objet de la perception." 
- I I 

iup.riaGHa, in Philodemus' treatise l1cp1 llctpp1-s1Q~, is con

sidered as an essential means of release from mental pains 

for both teachers and students. 7 In Epicurus' Letter to He

rodotus 63. 6V1"4naBt-1ct denotes the maintenance of harmony 

between body and soul. C. Bailey, in his commentary on 

Epicurus, conjectures that: "the third part (of the soul) 

is most capable of acting in harmony with the rest of the 

body, owing to its subtlety of structure, which enables it 

to interpenetrate the structure of the body more completely 

8than can either of the other two elements." Whenever, 

therefore, the soul perceives pain through sensation, it 

communicates it to the body through the motion of its atoms 

which penetrate the structure of body; the body, in succes

sion, perceives the feeling of pain by sympathy with soul. 

Consequently, any break of the 6uf~'·/(·4 of body and soul 

perceived through out-tna 8dQ by the soul and body should be 

9painful, as it was argued by the opponentsof Epicureanism. 

Philodemus arguing against the case in point, maintains 

that as soon as the procedure of loosening the atomic 
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nucleus of soul starts, consciousness ceases to be effect

ive since any consciousness exists only in the soul; thus 

no painful feeling can be communicated to the body. 

EK r:vos [d~ ?J , ~~v 
£/ln[wflJE[v ~/\y1aovlo£sJ a:1iafy (:hQ1] J 

Tf rliJV ro19urwv dia]Kp161v ['A;av d"tJ-
Jol Ka [fA-E:v ~ .s rcip&r} 6] nord <:- 6

)J;v[~s ova16e1 r~6of'ltv] i 

(Col.VIII, Fr. 1.0, 11.20-24) 

The procedure of separation of the soul from the body, 
I. I 

Philodemus calls t:npo1uJ61s (alteration) (Col. VIII, Fr.LO, 
t, I 

1.12) . Epicurus uses the same term, uc:po1,,tJ 61-; , to indicate 

atmospheric changes,· 
. 

1l 
) 

e005 Kai jlA.ET~poAu~
j 

(D.L. X, 98) 

' E1epo: W61 ~ , further, in Philodemus' vocabulary, indicates 

the alteration that takes place in the formation of the 

atomic nucleus which composes the soul and body, and results 

in the production of free atoms (Col. VIII, Fr. 1.0, 

11.13-24). That this process is painless is illustrated 

by a cluster of examples of changes that take place in the 

organism of human beings, which Philodemus calls ~~TQ~oAa; 

(Col. VIII, Fr. 1.0, 1.38); for example, the case of an 

old drunk man who falls asleep; or the process of growth of 
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man from infancy to puberty, to maturity and to old age; 

or when a man is under the influence of drugs such as 

opium from poppies (Col. IX, Fr. 2.0, 11.1-8). Thus, 

Philodemus argues that a man feels no physical pain at the 

moment of his death. Indeed, the notion of death as some

thing painful, Philodemus seems to argue in Col. III (2~B.a) 

11.30-2, is implanted in the mind of people, who, reflecting 

on death, are conquered by a feeling of insecurity, and 

overwhelmed by desperation sprung from the thought that 

they will be deprived of all the goods which they have 

enjoyed during their life-time. This thought drives them 

to imagine death as the most cruel and abominable event 

they have to encounter. 

• •• E ra~[a]; nwpos EllOlL~w.S~, ~?J 
<I 

(.01w]v ~or~p~r~I J°1~~c:::\v[p.EvOS ro] 

[.,. ~1..4.J ct 
( I 

vnarxwv 

( Co 1 • I I I ( 2 . B . a . ) 0 . 11 • 3 0 - 2 ) 

In the third book of Lucretius' De Rerum Natura the 

thoughts that agitate a man are vividly described. 

" Iam iam non domus accipiet te laeta neque uxor 
optima, nee dulces occurrent oscula nati 895 
praeripere et tacita pectus dulcedine tangent. 
non poteris factis florentibus esse, tuisque 
praesidium. misero misere," aiunt, " omnia ademit 
una dies infesta tibi tot praemia vitae." 

(De Rerum Natura, III,11.894-899) 
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And Epicurus in the Letter to Menoeceus maintains that in 

reality pain exists only in the imagination of people: 

Sf:dlfv'QI rov 8avQTOll 
) > (l - I 

a~;\ on ltunt-1 p.tAAwv 
(D.L. X, 125) 

Foolish, therefore, is the man who 
says that he fears death, not 
because it will pain when it comes, 10but because it pains in the prospect. 

The yearning of men for an everlasting pleasure was 

expressed through the theories of irrnnortality and after

life. Afterlife was imagined as a precise facsimile of 

the life on earth. In Col. VI Philodemus, with great 

economy, describes how the common people imagined afterlife. 

[ ro yJ E- ~v ~noKapre-povv
LTa, a~ro1<.]p~ rw,s (\noev~6[i<.~1:-1v 
l KQI noVOI S 6U] Vl:-J€:-66Q1 {JOff-6111 
[n€:-p; ~P,0faro. ~1 ot-pl [noJrou.> '~pyov

1 

[ i6Tl vtl a;o. .lnon~J~;;:rou ~qv[ro6i'<AsJ 

(Co1. VI ( 6 . C. c . ) 0 , 11. 10-14) 

I 

The words 1~pwri-01q and noro1 underline the two fundamental 

elements that conserve the life, and determine the 

happiness of a man on the earth. 

as Philodemus tells us, are the elements that determine the 

happiness of man in the afterlife too. The image of Hades 
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as a place where the man continues his life tossed about 

between happiness and adversity, Philodemus claims, is a 

creation of an irrational imagination ( Qno11A~1<1JS ~'lVT::t6 Ia ) . 

C\>Qv1a6IO , imagination, is a mental procedure of perception 

of the physical world. Epicurus in the Letter to Herodotus 

defines q>ovTaGI Q as following: 

Kai ~v av Aa~LU~tV cpavraG;qv tnipA~TIKW$ 1f} 
1

61ov~1\t ~ 1ois ) Qt69rF1flo1s ~ Tt foft1s t-i'rt 6fff
~1 K?Tw~, P,:opfry

1 

~6 TIV aur1-n r?v 6T~pc-p-vwu, y1vop-wry 
K~TOI, TO _t:S~s ll~KV~t:~ 1 ':YK,OITC4~,l:l~Q ro0 dJwt1ou~ 
T~ f1::) lj'tUdO: 1\Cil !o chYJIU.~fT~fAfVOV> (;'IT~ npo6~osa.SOffVlf 
~H ,1:-6T>1v <t-n1 

1 

rou, npo6yt-vov1o)s > tr11r;apruprief']6f-~6a1J 

~)I ~1 _QVTlfapruf,1ery6t-6B011, ~IT OU~ tnlf?fTYP~fH~O~ 
<1 QVd~ap1up~ff-VOu>[KQ~a) TIVQ KIV~6,1v f:V 1f1~)/()!JTOIS 
6vv~J1.rt~v~v , Tn tavra6r1 1<.n 1:.n1(3oA,t=j > 61a>.~ y;1v Jr: fJWoLlv, 

1 

l\qe 1v TO 'f'f::UdOS y1WTQiJ 

(D.L. X, 50) 

Consequently, a man, by the means of perception, forms in 

his mind an image of the present world. To this image a 

personal judgement (a~ToKplrws) deriving from beliefs in 

immortality, is added, and gives birth to the image of the 

underworld. Since this new mental formation contradicts 

reality, for there is nothing in the physical world which 

could assert the existence of the underworld, it is an 
.) I ')

irrational one (anon~nKTOS). The ultimate cause of such 

an irrational thought was, as I have already said (p.JJl2), 
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the desire of man to live as long as possible in order to 

enjoy greater pleasures. Philodemus, realizing the need 

of people for pleasure and security, taught that knowledge, 

defined as the knowledge of Epicurean philosophy, enables 

a man to get rid of the ghosts of death and afterlife, 

and to enjoy complete pleasure within the limited time of 

his earthly life . 

• • [~] S"ovnv onooos xoovos 1uh a[v]
' '5" • Cl [ ][ 6pw~Wl] _ nqpo6KE:UQ clV llt:~VKE-~ OT av 

[11s quJTrys KqTq~a~ri[1J rov.s Bp,ou'> ro 

• MA. T~ oop1<.1vov E:-v8us. anc~Ol-
[~t- T]~ uf'.yt-f3os rr,s ~Jovns anE-[ipovJ 

JI ) 'I . ,, J I I I 
[ Kq V ctun1v Q nf-1po;. )\povoS rl t-p1 t-no117 [6E-V] 

(Col. III (2.B.a.)O, 11.34-39) 

This passage, though it is obscure and mutilated, is 

clarified by Epicurus' maxims XVIII, XIX, and XX. 

tnavSE-Ta1 ~v -riJ oap1<.; 

r6 KOT) ~vdt-1qv aAyouv 


' u.ovov no11<.{ AA tr .;it. 
1 

(D. L. X, 144 [XVIII], 11.1-3) 

co ;'rit-1po~ xpovo> "lo~v '~xt-1 r1v ~Jovryv KQ'1 
( I ) 1 ) - I 

0 nc-nE:-p~6jU.f-llOS_) tav Tl) OIUT~> TO i!tpa T~ 
KQTQ~€-rp16[J T~ .1oy16p.t.p 

(Ibid. , XIX) 

and- Ofl~Aci~E; TQ nfpqra Th;, ~Sovn'.> 
)I > I I .I I. Jj • 

Qnt-1pos ~u111v Xpovos llQfE-6Ktva6tv. 

100 r1• 6ap~os rEAous "qi n~r:no> 
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Bailey in his conunentary on Epicurus, interpreting the above 

passages, suggests that Epicurus seems to believe that the 

amount of pleasure is limited for both body and mind; there 

is a point ( o 
ti pos_ ) beyond which pleasure cannot be increas

ed in quantity (t-A.~Y~eo~, but only varied. 11 For the body 

according to Epicurus this point is reached when there is 
) I

qnovia., when all pain due to want is removed by the satis

12faction of want. Epicurus declares that the satisfaction 

comes with the fulfilment of the physical and necessary 

13desires of man, such as drink when a man is thirsty. For 

the mind the limit is the establishment of QTOfQSl ll by the 

rational comprehension of the limits of pleasure, and the 

right understanding of emotions like the desires and fears 

14connected with the conception of death and inunortality. 

Beyond these limiting points a man can only obtain varia

tion of pleasure, and though for the mind variation is good, 

because it has the ability to distinguish what is actually 

pleasant and what not, for the body it means the introduc

tion of those pleasures which involve pain, such as the 

15vain desires for fame, wealth, power. The mind, however, 

knowing the limits of pleasure, drives man to a choice, 

and avoidance of desires. For the body deprived of 
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sensation and reason perceives the feeling of pleasure as 

something which might be indefinitely increased; if this 

is the case the longer the time, the greater would be the 

pleasure, and infinite time would produce infinite 

pleasure. 16 But the mind, as Epicurus states, knows well 

that this is not so, but there is a quantitative limit for 

both mind and body. For, as Epicurus states in the maxims 

XIX and xx, 17 complete pleasure can be attained in finite 

time, and infinite time could not produce greater pleasure. 

These views of Epicurus, as analyzed by C. Bailey, it seems 

to me, clarify Philodemus above statement (p.14), which, 

actually, presents Epicurus' maxims XVIII, XIX and XX in a 

condensed form. 

I should note, however, that Philodemus in order to 

argue about the possibility of attainment of complete 

pleasure within the limited time of man's life brings 

forth two new arguments: first, the argument of ~f-"-ot-1'dt-1Cf 

of pleasure, and, second, the argument of 
) 
160 

' r1 T Q of 

pleasure. 
vOv c6~ 6Jocpw1. pvof~v1,1h Kai' no6[ov] 

xpovo[v ~]niSr]ocnrLL] TO P;~YJ6fOV .lyu8ov 
anE[i'Jfit-rnTctl. Tfjs O~ Kena T~v >160

T~IQ ~~ro~ _ Ka; Tc~v 6p.ot-~d<:-1~v napt-;)_ 
-ls y;vort-Lv11)~ t-ws [)e:-]1j ,an~1pov Juvqt-11Tov t-1 ~ ~cQ J' J st 1v o, 1< E:1ov E s r , v · 

(Col. XIX, Fr. 9.0, 11.1-6) 
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First, I should remark that Philodemus, as every Epicurean, 

considers as ~E y1 6TOV ~ ya6ov in the life of man the 

attainment of complete pleasure' namely the arapasi'a of 
) I I ) Cl I 

mind and a11ov1Q of body. Now, this fey16TO\/ ayavov, as 
( \ I ?I 

Philodemus tells us, is Oj.!Ot:-10 c-s and 16 ov. These words 

define two different properties of pleasure. The word 

~~of:-i ~f:-1a refers to quality of pleasure, and the word 
) , 
t6oTnTa refers to quantity of pleasure. I translate 

c:.op.oe-1'JE-1a as meaning same in nature. I have reached this 

translation by examining a passage that occurs in Epicurus' 

fragments. In it, the ancient scholiast speaking about the 

substance of the nature of the Epicurean gods, separates 

IIthem into two kinds: those o~s p.~v KO\T~ dp1Bp.ov~ vq>E-61UJ

q JI I 18\'
TOI) ", and those " 01.H t' KCHQ o~oe-1 ot-1aV." Bailey 

translates the term O~Ot:-11 0elOI as identity of form: "the 

1119form of the divine body remains always the same. To 

this identity of form, the divine body is composed by 

the same kind of atoms, the gods owe their imperishabi

li ty and eternality. In a same way, pleasure is ;fo~1d~5 , 
) ' her nature cannot change, it is always the same. a11ov1d for 

the body, and ::napaSI a for the mind. Once a man has 

obtained these qualities, he has attained the complete 

pleasure and cannot expect to reach a greater pleasure, 

since the peak and the limit of complete pleasure is qqov; ~ 

and qrap~Siq. Further, complete pleasure as taking the 

http:dp1Bp.ov
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form of anov:a and QTopaiSia is always same in quantity 
) I ) I J c,

( 160-rriro ) , because, once, 1.::1nov-1 a and Q rapo~1aare established, 

these cannot be greater or smaller but always the same, 

whether a man lives for a short time, or for a long time, 

or forever. 

(Col. XIX, Fr. 9.0, 11.3-6) 

Once a man has realized these conditions of pleasure 

( OjAOE-i'dr::-1Q , and 16oT~TO ) , he will be happy and he will not 

desire to live forever. In contrast, a man who ignores the 

Epicurean doctrine could never attain complete pleasure, 

20 even if he were to live as long as Tithonus (Col. XIX, 

Fr. 9.0, 11.33-38). 

Thus, Philodemus argues that the theories of immor

tality have no practical importance for the people because 

neither do any witnesses exist to testify to the existence 

of the underworld, nor should a man long for immortality 

in order to attain always greater pleasure, because com

plete pleasure has limits which can be attained within the 

life-time of man. 

Next, Philodemus undertakes to refute philosophical 
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theories which exhort a man to die early. One of them, as 

Philodemus reports, preaches that a man should abandon his 

life at the moment of supreme pleasure.

1~ft> ~~v ,o0v_ Toi~. e?f 1f'l~vo[1 5 ~pJil_1
p-t-60 , n0p1 1u.N n~~~· f"-c-v~v [ ~v 01.s] 
n:10061 W.S K<.HWXE-lfOU61 TO ~ [o y~ov] 
nopcn18~vn-s OTOV ~[1<.]nvtoVLTf5 w] 
61v.J ~s p.Ee}, ~oovYj] TE:~c-urwvCr~s Cfa6iJ, , 
TOU.S l ? ) f:V TW [oJ uvou[IS'l]Q 5tlV KOi ro [cpu61]

l\OV, Cna60..1 rwv l~Jv ~ EppJwt>n'ais yovCov npo1-. 
I E-p-f [ VWV] 

(Cfl. IV (3.C.a.)O., 11.6-13) 

Apparently, in this passage Philodemus scolds the Stoics 

who, according to Cicero, maintained that: 

Et Saepe officium est sapientis 
desciscere a vita cum sit beatissimus, 
si id opportune facere possit. Sic 
enim censent, opportunitatis esse 
beate vivere quod est convenienter 
naturae vivere. 

(Cicero, De Finibus III xviii, 

61) 

Besides the Stoics who have a somewhat opportunistic 

view of life, there were other philosophers who saw in life 

nothing but misery. They exhorted man to abandon his life 

as quickly as possible. 

I Cl 

61w11w __yap o_ 

[Tl ] n0 AA~ 1(1 n0 A,\ 0 I<; T[ wvJ .1 rppo v w [ vJ i; 

[v~Jov[~ Tt-~]1:-[v]r16"a1 Av6[1re:AbJ&rt-p 1_)v· 
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[. ~q J ( V [ E: Ta I ' T~I/ ~ 1 1 K 1' avKai p.J ~ Ka TO I . l II 

r~ Ju~ vou 61 J rpaq>~v[a1 01''1 K 01$ 1 

(COl. XIII, Fr. 4.0, 11.113-17) 

Philodemus states. The philosopher to whom Philodemus 

refers is probably Theognis, because Epicurus in the Letter 

to Menoeceus, 126, accuses him of being the one who 

encourages youths to die the sooner: 

R.D. Hicks the translator of the second volume of Diogenes 

Laertius' 	~ives gives in a reference the name of Theognis 

22 as the author of the line which Epicurus quotes. 

Philodemus denounces the above theories (page 19-20) 

as pessimistic and defeatist, lacking a real understanding 

of the order of nature, by setting forth in the 	following 

passage, the ends a man should pursue in his life, and 

which make it worth-living: 

ro. ~~v yap , \'va , 6uvn ~t6~TQ; ,r [ 1s~ , 
rc1; 6~vy [c])v l Kos., Kai 1-f'U~l Ka[:J f;nl tJ~f I ()[5.'] 

I\?' ~Q6~v ano:1op~<1> T~v 0[1J1<t:-1orc~rr1v 
~~ J _t:V?(; CXJ tTQ1, Sia Y~,Y~v, o~t yt69a1 nF6
L~1Jwva~ Tlv~ xro_vov 1 ~6rt nAnpl~JQ~-
[vC-l l] TWV uyct f9wv KOi na6~[v] tl::j)Cl ~tlV 
[1 I , , , e , >• )
~-V t<.onu Ta~ rn1 ,Vf-4-tiA) o[~J1117,~1v 1

[pE f-<-11 
1 

q > f-loq Aci f-t/.)a vovTQ 1 vouv t Xov _ 
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~1~$ q6Tl\I av8pwnm/ 16 f,l'vu :~:. ' r. 

(1~T,?PJ1 qs Cver~ 1.s m,1s~ in~), no6o J~ no1t 11; CnJpo6[~iw6tl 


1
 
[ 1 E- 1~] Ka [ eJ Q n ~p E: .fov TQ /u.[iJ fi OV T()U 

[vo0 nupJa[n]A~6iuJS TOii anepCov1ovJ 
[ Ko6fJov 6Cut-tnc-p1~xt:-1vJ l 

(Col. XIV, Fr. 5.0, 11.2-14) 

The mission of a man is to satisfy all the physical 

wants that are associated with his nature; their satisfac

tion brings the 1~ Kara ~U61\I ~r~ 8ov which Epicurus identified 

C \ I 

with ~a ov1 : 
K~i Sia _wvro 1~v ~J~v1v ~PX~" K~i '.f~o~, ~ty~~rv1
Eiva1 rov p-9Kup!,ws :S~v · 1u,vr,~v. yaf ay()Bov nfunov' 
l\a; Guyy~v1 K.OV t yvwl'-'-£-V > K.01 a~o Taunp Karopxorfoct 
n;ao1> alp~6E:-~> Kai cpur1s 1<a1 €ni' 1~ur'T' K04rav1wfArv1 1 1 1 

w.s l<ovov1 TL!'1 na8t-1 nav l.lya8ov Kp1vov10. 

(D.L. X, 128-129) 

The attainment of the end of life presumes a rational pro

cess of choice of those pleasures that really free a man 

from pains. The man who has the ability to choose which 

desires he should satisfy and which not, is the Epicurean 

ovGpwn ov). But what does it mean 

in this context? PhilodE!IU.lS in 11.10-14 of (Col. XIV, Fr. 5.0) seems to 
)I 

give the answer by maintaining that a man vo0v tf..Vv is that 

one who would recognize the useful for himself after he has 

trained in the Epicurean philosophy. The acquisition of 

the knowledge of the ultimate principles that form and rule 

http:PhilodE!IU.lS
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the world, and enable a man to realize the vanity of his 

irrational fears and desires is the knowledge that only the 

Epicurean philosophy can furnish a man with. This knowledge 
<;. I 

Philodemus calls 16TOf>iq and it is the second major reason 

that compels a man to remain in life (Col. XIV, Fr. 5.0, 

1.10). Epicurus in his Letter to Herodotus accuses the Ionian 
... ,

Philosophers of preaching to people L0Tcp1a which armed them 

with knowledge, but did not release them from their fears 

Jean Bollack in his commentary on Epicurus' Letter to 

Herodotus presents the antithesis between Epicurus and the 

Ionian philosophers in his statement: "L' histoire naturelle" 

' soucieuse d' accroitre le savoir s' -interdit l' acces a la 

felicite que la "science naturelle," reflexion sur la 

1124nature, se procure. 

Having proved the absurdity of the conceptions con

cerning death and immortality by arguing first, that death 

is cessation of sensation and dissolution of the body and 

soul into free atoms, second, that man can attain complete 

pleasure within his life-time and, therefore, he does not 

need to be dependent on the theories of immortality, and 

third that the Epicurean philosophy is that philosophy which 
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secures man from fears and desires, and makes life ·worth

living, Philodemus confines the last part of his treatise 

to demonstrating the irrationality of ~oSat concerning the 

descendants, inheritance, funeral ceremonies, and commemora

tion of the dead. 

It is vain, Philodemus holds, for someone to be vexed 

at being childless because he will not have descendants to 

bear his name: 
I \) ) 

t-t-QTUI [o]v 0 £6

11 Kai r(oJ Avnt-16901 rd<:urwv1as 
1

tni TW[1 T]~~va ~1 K?W~~in~tV LU 
A/\Er[OYJ •• xa[pJ1v yap TOO OIOTYJp66
t3Q1 rw [voiu.aru1 Ka G~vo t-tv ~ st-[6] r •" ~ _ 
n' Qf.A"cf [o_npq,J > fVfttfV,> fa,l~o\/ [J'j an fl 
P.WV T [01s, au] ro1s [ovo] f-La 01v npfoJ 6ayo
[pt-V 0] jU- [ l-V] VJV • 

(Col. XXII, Fr. 12.0, 11.9-16) 

There are many people on the earth who bear the same 

name, Philodemus replies ironically. The notion of the 

necessity of children sprang from the belief that the 

children care more for their parents than any other man. 

The Stoics, for example, had assigned great value to the 

affection between relatives. Zeno, according to Diogenes 

Laertius, had declare~: > _ , 
uOK{i 0 OUTOl.S Kat yovf as 6f j3f6Gci1 Kat 

QdC: ~ <f o0s kv 6wr ~ft? f-loip~ ~t-rr~ 0t-o~.} 
1 

-Pa5 i 
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J_~ 1ml 1~v 11po.s r<.l 1~Kva cp1Ao6Topyjav t:pu61K1111 
) ' - ' 1
~IVQI ()VTOI) KCll f.'I/ t.j>lHJftOI~ fA~ (:tva1. 

( D • L • VI I , 12 0 ) 

Philodemus, in order to refute this opinion, namely that 

the children care more for their parents, quotes examples 

from mythology. The children of Danaus and his brother had 

25caused their parents trouble; the children of 

Cadmus, and the descendants of Heracles shared the same 

fate: 26 

( 
\' [ JI - ) \ - OE~P-t~ 
Ot I( t) I TWV IOIUJTWV 11011;\JUS Tu[rJ-

ftaV[O]VTUS unu.f()nQ615 T[UfA~s tVVO-
fAO[v )K]a[ ,o/u611:.1s 0n~rq,1:'1wv ~$10-10- H 
ywf UuJ.vo~ 6avrc.u_:r no~u ha~Aov _r] , 
TOUS r[a] Al)VQOv l<.C\l raJcAcpou Kai 

TQU l<q [OfOV T~KVCl ~' r~v]os ~HpC4K~cJJ-
ou.s Kc.nCaJ';\1nov[rasJ. 15 

(Col. XXIII, Fr. 13.0, 11.9-15) 

On the other hand, Philodemus states that there are friends 

who really help each other, such as Epicurus and his friends 

cared for one another (Col. :XXIII, Fr. 13.0, 11.3-8). 

Yet, the idea that the children are necessary in 

order to inherit the property of their parents, so that it 

will not be seized by strangers was another current belief 

among the ancients. Euripides, for example, in Alcestis 

puts in the mouth of Admetus the following: 

nol > 6) 1v €yw 601 ruJV d1a Joxos dot-twv1 

http:o/u611:.1s
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I!CJ ' 
W6T' OUK a1E:l<Y0S KQrBavwv ~X'Ao1s oof.Aov 
.A c-1 f t-1v ~ p.t- /\Ats op<pavoV cfi~pria6CU. 

(Euripides, Alcestis, 11.655-57) 

Philodemus arguing against this view in Col. XXIV, Fr. 14.0, 

replies that a man may leave his property to his friends, 

and eminent people. 

(descendants) ;<::~V f JJ61v novC1Jpo1', llFJ>L1Aaia6
~~a1J Suv~TOV c,avcJ"pqs]1 (~n~cfol fJl5 1:u ,· ,, 

.Pl UJ 01s_ ~~o~ l-[1 novya) OJ~ DJ 6 TIS Ovl< f xf-1 I di
ll T(Q)UT ~6TIV 0(1>1<.rp[os) 

(Col. XXIV, Fr.14.0, 11.13-16) 

That Philodemus considered very important the distribution 

of one's property among his friends and sages, raay be seen 

from a passage in the On Economy, in which Philodemus 
) 1 ) ' 

defines as a Kp1!317 01 Kovopo" that man who takes care to 

leave a proportion of his property to his friends, and the 

rest of it to his children. 
1>1 AWV 

p.~v .TOlvuv_ vnapX~ [~J,;uN 
PE-16 Hov r.ta A\ov , v qv..161 v 
1(a,' T~At:-UTt161~VT~> f[q/JoCS1ovJ, 
l\Q ,· Ol \) Tc~ J Kva GtT f ()V o0x u
napx?vrvJv S~ Kai' T~f>,°UJ\cp~1-
pt-E5 rt,pos 'I 01 KOVOtll :}) fo} ~ t[ HJ 

OV, Ovx OTI T[~'J) ~(:t00V.S. 

(Philodemus, Oeconomicus, 

Col. XXVII, 11.5-12) 
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Apparently, Philodemus, when he sets forth this idea, 

has in mind Epicurus' example, who distributed his property 

27to his friends Amynomachus and Timocrates. 

Death in a foreign country is of little importance for 

the Epicurean sage (Col. XXVI, Fr. 15.0). A sage, wherever 

he lives, can be praised and remembered by his friends, 

because the only criterion for this, is his contribution to 

the improvement of his friends and the country by his 

philosophical teaching (Col. XXVI, Fr. 15.0). Furthermore, 

death, since it results in the annihilation of man, presents 

no difference whether it occurs in one place or another. 

Epicurus, Leonteus, Metrodorus, Hermarchus died in foreign 

countries, and yet they were praised by their friends 

(Col. XXVII, Fr. 16.0, 11.1-8). The same view was held by 

Anaxagoras; when he was asked whether he wished in the 

event of death to be taken away to Clazomenae, his native 

land, he answered that there was not such a necessity since 

28from any place the road to the underworld is just as far. 

As it makes no difference where a man dies, there is 

no distinction between worthy and disgraceful death, 

Philodemus argues in Col. XXVIII, Fr. 2.0 and Col. XXIX, 

Fr. 17.0. A man, he says, is judged by his actions for 

the benefit of the society, and not by the way of his death. 
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There were many men who died in the battle-fields but no

body remembers them; while there were others, such as 

Themistocles, Pericles, Epicurus who died from sickness 

lying on a bed, and they were praised by all the men (Col. 

XXIX, Fr. 17.0, 11.2-15). 

It is vain, also, for someone to care about being 

beautiful at the moment of death. Beauty and ugliness 

exert no influence on the conservation of the body, since a 

dead body dissolves into its component atoms (Col. XXIX, 

31Fr. 17.0). Nor should a man care for luxurious and 

expensive funeral ceremonies, because they do not prevent 

him from being annihilated (Col. XXX, Fr. 18.0). 
29 

IIEpicurus preached o0J~ T'.l~~j 1>P01/TIE-lV andII 

Philodemus faithfully follows the views of the Master. An 

extravagant view on this matter was held by Cynics. Cicero 

relates a story to Diogenes the Cynic concerning the manner 

of burial: 

Durior Diogenes et is quidem idem 
sentiens, sed ut Cynicus asperius, 
proiici se iussit inhumatum. Tum 
amici: 11 Volucribusne et feris? 
Minime vero 11 

, inquit, "sed bacillum 
propter me quo abigam ponitote. 
Qui poteris?" illi, "non enim 
senties. Quid igitur mihi ferarum 
lanicetus oberit nihil sentienti? 11 

(Cicero, Tusc. Disp. I, XLIII 109) 
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Finally, Philodemus states that it makes no differ

ence whether a man dies on earth, or in the sea, or in the 

air (Col. XXXIII,Col. 4.0 - Col. XXIV, Col.5.0). The 

same view was held by the Cyrenaics, as Cicero reports: 

Cyrenaeum Theodorum, philosophum 
non ignobilem, nonne miramur? cui 
cum Lysimachus rex crucem minaretur: 
"Istis, quaeso", inquit, "ista 
horribilia minitare purpuratis tuis: 
Theodori quidern nihil interest humine 
an sublime putescat." 

(Tusc. Oise. I, XLIII, 102) 

The Epicurean indifference as to the manner of burial, or as 

to the place of death, or as to the manner a man dies, 

underlines their deep belief in the annihilation of human 

body and soul when a man dies, or at the moment of death. 

For them, as Philodemus reports, the importance lies in 

the commemoration of dead by his friends, whose life was an 

example for imitation by those who knew him (Col. XXXVI, 

Col. 7. 0) . This view was sealed by Epicurus' maxim: 

8 - IJ ) e - ) \'\I Ir 30
Zu~nct W~tV ro1s ~11101s ov p~vovvHJ a1111Q ~povfl.>ovn-s 
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Conclusion 

The study of Philodemus' treatises On Frankness, 

On Economy, and On Death has involved a consideration of 

the ideas which Philodemus sets out in these treatises, 

and, complementary to that, a brief description of the state 

of the text of each treatise. It is my intention in this 

chapter to underline some of the problems which I faced 

during my study of Philodemus' treatises, as well as the 

basic ideas which were involved in the writing of each 

treatise. 

When one turns to study Philodemus it becomes clear 

that the problems he has to encounter are not only problems 

of analysis and illumination of the sometimes obscure 

'writing' of Philodemus, but problems concerning the 

chronology and tradition of the text. It is striking that 

so far as I know no paper has been published which sets 

out any argument about the chronology and transmission of 

Philodemus' treatises (those at least I have studied), 

the only exceptions being the paper of C. Habbel "The 

Rhetorica of Philodemus 111 in which he establishes 70 B.C. 

as a terminus ante quern for the date of composition of 

that work, the papers of R. Philippson and H.M. Last On 

Signs 2 which es~ablish 54 B.C. as a terminus post quern 

122 
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for the composition of that work, and the edition of the 

papyrus text of Philodemus' treatise On Gods by H. Diels 3 

who establishes 44 B.C. as the date of composition of that 

treatise. In connection with these chronologies scholars 

today believe that most of the treatises of Philodemus 

4must have been written between the years 55 B.C. and 40 B.C. 

However, there are serious problems concerning the treatises 

I have studie-d, which question the precision of that 

chronology. 

First, there are stylistic problems which pose the 

question whether Philodemus composed most of his treatises 

in the same period or at different periods of his life. 

Secondly, Cicero, who is the most valuable witness of the 

life of Philodemus in Italy since he was contemporary 

with Philodemus, in his oration In Pisonem written in 

year 55 B.C refers to Philodemus as being a prolific and 

elegant poet, as well as eruditus and a philosophia 

5perpolitus philosopher. Elsewhere, in the oration 

De Finibus written in the year 45 B.C., Cicero reports 

that Philodemus and Siro were his own friends and homines 

. . . 6
doctissirni. Is it, then,an indication that Cicero had 

read some philosophical works of Philodemus before the 

year 55 B.C. and had decided that Philodemus was a 

remarkable philosopher with respect to his knowledge and 
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style of writing? We cannot make any certain case from 

these testimonia, but it is probable that Cicero at that 

time had read some of Philodemus' treatises. However the 

problem of chronology remains, since we do not know whether 

Philodemus wrote his treatises before his appearance in 

Italy, or after that. 

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, 7 there is 

a stylistic difference between Philodemus' t~eatises On 

Frankness or On Death, and that On Economy. For example, 

in his treatises On Frankness and On Death, Philodemus 

uses mythological examples and references to Greek histori

ca1 persons in· order to argue h'is i·deas. 8 It is striking 

that he has no references to Roman state of affairs, or 

to eminent Roman people. Is it an indication that he 

wrote these treatises at some time before his arrival in 

Italy, or at some earlier time after his arrival in Italy, 

when he did not know well the Roman way of living, and he 

had not become acquainted with eminent Romans? In his 

treatise On Frankness there is a vague reference to 

eminent people who do not accept 11app161 a as a means 

. 9 o f correction. But Philodemus does not define who these 

"eminent people" are, whether they are Greeks or Romans. 

In the same treatise, there is another puzzling reference 

to the students of an Epicurean school in which Philodemus 
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seems to have taught. 10 Are these references an indication 

that he wrote this treatise when he was leader of the 

Epicurean school at Herculaneum? If so, then this treatise 

must have been written after the year 55 B.C., because 

after that year Philodemus appears to be leader of the 

school at Herculaneum, as Cicero indicates in his work 

De Finibus. 11 But it is still strange that that treatise 

of Philodemus has no reference to any eminent Roman by 

name, or to any particular event, as the treatises On 

Signs, On Gods, Rhetorica, and The good king according 

12to Homer have. On the other hand, Suidas reports that 

Philodemus at some time, presumably after his student 

days and before his appearance in Italy, was expelled from 

Himera on a charge of blasphemy. 13 Is it, then, an 

indication that Philodemus had founded a school there and 

presumably had written some treatises for the needs of 

his students? Unfortunately the lack of evidences limits 

us in making hypotheses. 

A different style of treating a subject is introduced 

in Philodemus' treatise On Economy. In the preserved 

fragments of that treatise there is no indication that 

Philodemus used mythological examples to argue his 

premises, and, besides, there is a reference to the Roman 

14household management. This reference seems to me to be 
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a palpable indication that Philodemus wrote that particular 

treatise at some time after his arrival in Italy, when he 

had acquired a thorough knowledge of the way which the 

Romans used to administer their estates. It is reasonable, 

15 .then,to suggest that the year 80 B.C. or 75 B.C. is a 

terminus post quern for the date of the composition of that 

treatise. 

Another problem one faces when he turns to study 

Philodemus is that of the tradition of the text. There is 

no any indication whether the treatises which we have are 

the original manuscripts of Philodemus or a later copy 

written by another Epicurean or copyist. Even our confi

dence on the matter of authorship of the treatises is 

based only on the fact that all of them bear the name of 

Philodemus on their titles. The lack of evidence makes 

greater certainty in this question almost impossible. 

When one turns to consider the distinctive characteri

sties of Philodemus treatises On Frankness, On Death, and 

On Economy, it becomes apparent that Philodemus departs 

from the manner the other Epicureans used in writing. Cicero 

in Tusculan Disputations written in the year 45 B.C. accuses 

the Epicureans of writing without charm and any orderly 

arrangement o f t heir. i'deas. 16 On t he oth er h an , .d in 
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De Finibus he speaks with reverence for Philodemus and 

h . h d . . l? . d' . th t Ph'l dca11s im omo octissimus, an in ication a 1 o emus 

was admired by Cicero for the manner of his writing. 

Indeed, Philodemus' treatises present an orderly arrange

ment of the arguments which he uses to treat of a subject. 

He seems to use the principles which the Greek rhetoricians 

had established as proper for writing a speech or a 

treatise, i.e. an introduction on the subject one is going 

to speak, an analysis, withtarguments against opposite 

ideas, of the subject one deals with, and a conclusion. 18 

The style of Philodemus' writing is elegant adorned with 

mythological examples and quotations from the Greek 

poetry. For example in the treatise On Frankness Philodemus 

uses quotations from Homer's Iliad, Euripides' Phoenissae 

and Aristophanes' Clouds. 19 Again in the treatise On Death 

Philodemus illustrates with mythological examples the 

inconsistency of the secular beliefs in immortality, or 

in the ties of blood. 20 

If we try to investigate the causes that led 

Philodemus to use that style, we go back to his teacher 

Zeno of Sidon. J.I.M. Tait has argued that Philodemus was 

influenced in the manner of his writing by Zeno of Sidon, 

who first introduced a different style in his writing from 

that which was used by the traditional Epicureans, .in orde.r 
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21to adjust his writing to the requirements of his age. 

That the philosophers in the Hellenistic and Roman age 

sought a new stylistic technique to express their obscure 

philosophical ideas is asserted by Lucretius' poem De Rerum 

Natura for which Lucretius says that he chose poetry to 

express the Epicurean ideas, because poetry attracts 

people by its elegance and grace: 

quoniam haec ratio plerumque videtur 
tristior esse ouibus non est tractata. retrooue 
volqus abhorret ab hac, volui tibi suaviloquenti 945 
carmine Pierio rationem exponere nostram 
et quasi musaeo dulci contingere melle, 
si tibi forte animum tali ratione tenere 
versibus in nostris possem, dum perspicis omnem 
naturam rerum qua constet compta figura. 950 

(De Rerum Natura, 1, 943-950) 

Finally a last point we should discuss is that of 

Philodemus' contribution to the advancement and interpreta

tion of Epicurus' doctrines. Philodemus in his treatise 

On Frankness confesses that he actually sets out the beliefs 

of his teacher Zeno of Sidon. 

cp 1 Aod ~ ~tj_v] , 
rJ.N KCJIT' >fn1rof'4'111 c-s~1p
yo9t"h'Wll nC:p'1 '1Gwv i:.~I ~·
~If h. 1wv Zrivwv9C~ oxoJ 1v.uv 

q J C.·J 
0 t 611, i) c.pi ilQ pf{ri)6: cu 

We do not know how much Philodemus has contributed in the 

presentation of nqpp~6;Q as a technique that was used by 

the Epicureans in order to correct their students and 
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initiate them into Epicurean doctrines, because we do not 

know what Zeno of Sidon taught on this matter. Diogenes 

Laertius does not supply us with any information about the 

works of Zeno, and it is probable that Philodemus, here, 

reports what he read from an 'epitome' Zeno had written 

on this subject as the title of that treatise informs us 
( 1wv Kor"tnlT01'41" 'ESE-1pyo 6/-lfvuJll). 

His treatise On Death, on the other hand, seems to 

follow the ideas of Epicurus concerning what death is, 

why it is not painful, why a man should not believe in 

immortality. For Epicurus in his K~p101 ~0501 sets forth 

22the ideas Philodemus argues in that treatise. Further

more, in a Herculaneum papyrus, (no.1012, column 38), 
I I I 

there is preserved the title V061JJ" lir.o 1 Go110.Tou of a 

treatise by Epicurus on this subject, which, R. D. Hicks 

suggests, is the full title of a book which Diogenes 

Laertius attributes to Epicurus, entitled 11 t p: vo 6wv SoSQ• 
npo~ Mi 9p11v 23 Probably Philodemus' contribution on this 

subject, death, is the interpretation of death, he has 

) (\ ' 
suggested, namely that death is accompanied by ava16l7•161a, 

and is therefore not painful (Coll. I-IV), or that pleasure 
l i 

and 16~ and therefore a man needs not to 

live forever in order to attain complete pleasure (Col. XII). 

Perhaps, the last part of that treatise concerning worthy 
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and worthless death is original since Philodemus defends 

his arguments by using examples from the life and death of 

Epicurus, Metrodorus, Polyaenus and other eminent Epicurean 

philosophers. 24 

In his treatise On Economy Philodemus seems to follow 

the ideas which Metrodorus set out in his book rr~pj n~<XiiOU 

as Philodemus reports in Col. XII of his On Economy. Also, 

Philodemus may have been influenced by Epicurus book flep: 

qf f>~6~wv K.a: q>uywl/ , which Diogenes Laertius refers to. 25 
~---~~~~~.........~~~~-

In that treatise Philodemus analyzes as we have already 


seen the meaning of economy, presenting it as an art which 


drives man to the attainment of the Epicurean end, and 


relating to that the virtues which a sage should have in 

> I 

order to be a righteous 01 kOvOf o S We should remark, 

however, that Philodemus treatises, even if they have no 

originality, are very useful for the modern scholars 

because they fill the gap that the loss of many of Epicurus' 

~rks has left in the understanding and evaluation of the 

Epicurean philosophy. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. 	See C. Hubbell, The Rhetorical of Philodemus, trans. of 


Conn. Acad. of Arts and Sciences, 1920, pp.364-382. 


2. 	H.M. Last, The date of Philodemos De Signis, Cl. Q. (1922) 
I 

pp.177-180; R. Philippson, de Philodemi libro ~~e1 

I 

__6__.~~r--~_1_w~v______ , Berlin, 1881, p.6. 

3. 	H. Diels, Philodemus Uber die Gotter , Berlin, 1915, 

p.99. 

4. 	See J.I.M. Tait, Philodemus' influence on the Latin 


poets, pp.13-14. 


5. 	Cicero, In Pisonem, 68-70. 

6. 	Cicero, De Finibus, II 119 • 

7. 	 supra, p. 124. 

8. 	Philodemus, n~e·' noppqolas Fr. 40, 11.9-10, 11(..-p:I 

eavq TOV Col. XIX, Fr. 9, o, 1.34 etc.I 

9. 	Philodemus I lh- p: nQ pp ri 6: Q 5 , Col. XXII 10 sq. 

10. ibid, Fr. 18, 1.1. 

11. Cicero, De Finibus, I vii 25. 

12. In the treatise On Signs, Col. 2, 11. 11 sq. Philodemus 
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mention dwarfs brought to Italy from Syria.by Antony. 

In the treatise On Gods Col. XXX, 11. 35-37, Philodernus 

refers to a revolutionary movement which was conducted 

by the liberators against Antony in 44 B.C. In the 

Rhetorica, Vol. I, p.223, Philodernus mention a Gaius 

to whom he seems to dedicate his treatise. The treatise 

On the good king according to Horner is dedicated to Piso. 

13. 	See J.I.M. Tait, ibid, p.l, n.3. 

14. 	Philodernus On Economy, Col. XXIII. 

15. 	J.I.M. Tait argues that Philodernus arrived in Italy 

between the years 80-75 B.C.; see ibid pp. 1 sq. 

16. 	Cicero, Tusc. Disp. I, 6 and IV, 5-6. 

17. 	Cicero, De Finibus, II, 119. 

18. 	See G. Kennedy, The art of Persuasion in Greece, 

pp.26-52. 

19. 	In the treatise On Frankness, Frg. 40, the lines 9-10 

quote Homer's Iliad book K, 1.246; Col. X lines 5-6 

quote Euripides' Phoenissae, 1.1179; and Col. XXIV 

line 10 quotes Aristophanes' Clouds, 1.1417. 

20. 	In the treatise On Death the column XIX, Fr. 9.0, 1.34 

refers to Tithonus, and column XXIII, Fr. 13.0, 11.13-15 

http:Syria.by


--------

1~3 

refers to Danaus, Kadmus and Heracles. 

21. 	See J.I.M. Tait, ibid, pp.89-91. 

22. 	 See C. Bailey, ibid, chapter IV maxims XVIII, XIX, XX. 

23. 	 See D.L. Lives Vol. II, Loeb Classical Library, translated 

by R.D. Hicks, pp.556-557. 

24. 	Philodemus, On Death, Coll. XXV sq. 

25. 	 D.L. ibid, X, 27. 
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